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GSA Election To Consider Budget
Cutting President's Salary Funds
Robert Rumson

Rsmon Luna of the Teatro de Chicano performs In
violence ss psrt of the groups theater oHerings for
p/sys sre designed to help tt111chchildren lessons.

11 play about
childrt~n. The

Celebration Activities
Set for Chicano Week
Poets, musicians, speakers and
dancers are scheduled for the first
Chicano Week celebration,. held
through Saturday at the University
of New Mexico.
Sponsors for the event are
Chicano
Student
Services,
MEChA,
Chicano
Studies,
Estudiantes Por La Cultura, APM
business club and the National
Chicano Health Organization.
The week will be filled with noon
performances by individuals and
groups at the UNM Mall.
Friday will consist of a full day of
activities, with afternoon per~
formances of poets and musicians
at Chicano Students Services and a
benefit dance 9 to 1 a.m. at the

Knights of Columbus for Patricia
Martinez, a local actress who has
been accepted to the Royal
Academy of Performing Arts in
London.
The CSS building is located at
1815 Roma NE on the UNM
campus.
Saturday activities will begin at
noon at CSS and include hours of
dancers and musicians. At 8 p.m.,
La Compania de Teatro de
Albuquerque will conclude the
celebration with a performance of
"Nuevo Mexico Sit" at Nuestro
Teatro, the former Tiffany's
Theater on Central Avenue. Tickets
for the performance are $3.
For more information, call 277•

5020 or277-3967.

Graduate students will be asked
in next week's Graduate Student
Association election to approve a
GSA budget which cuts the
president's monthly salary from
$325 to $200.
The GSA Council Saturday
passed the GSA Finance Committee
1982-83 budget proposal after an
earlier defeat of the proposal
engineered by proponents of an
alternate budget.
The proposed $77,418 budget
cuts 9. percent fot funding of
campus organizations - which
finance committee members said
was necessary to. make up for a
deficit incurred by the GSA word
processor - and cuts the GSA
president salary from $3890 to
$2400 a year.
The salary cut came in response
to the GSA council's vote of
confidence for President Ellen
Foppes. despite her absence from
the campus during the majority of
the semester.
They said the vote of confidence
showed that the council was
satisfied with a part-time job and
set a "bad" precedent that would
encourage future presidents to take
out-of-state jobs.
''Someone had to take a stand,"
committee member Bob VonPentz
said. "If the council hadn't passed
the vote of confidence, l don't
think there would have been the
pressure on the committee to ask
for the cut."
In an alternate budget, alleged
last week by Councilor Marie
Mound, Foppes and several
councillors were asking for an
increase in the yearly president's
salary to $4400, the level of first•
year teaching and graduate
assistants salaries.
Foppes, who last week denied the
existence of an alternate budget,
argued Saturday in favor of the
salary increase and also for another
alternate budget proposal
cutting the level of funding for
campus organizations.
"1 think: that (the salary cut) is a
counter-productive move,''
Foppes, who returned recently
from her Idaho State University
job, said... With only $200 a mortth
salary, it forces the president to
seek outside employment."
Both presidential candidates,
Dolph Barnhouse and Doug
Taylor, said at the meeting they
were willing to run for the reduced
salary. GSA Chairman Mike Finnie

announced his withdrawal from the items as they appear on the
race, but said the reasons were budget,'' Taylor said.
personal and did not relate to the
Finance committee members said
salary cut.
they only budgeted for items not
Foppes announced Saturday that funded by other committees and
she would not run for re-election.
said no precedent had been set for
Foppes said Saturday that she did the finance committee not to fund
not initiate the alleged budget cuts research, salaries, entertainment or
but was approached by several refreshments.
councilors who wanted the changes.
"To make a blanket statement
She denied allegations made last that these things shouldn't be
week that the slated cuts were funded, is not justified," VonPentz
politically motivated.
said, "It is not right to penalize an
Committee members had said the organization for thinking ahead."
cuts - many of which came out of
Committee members also said
organizations of the schools· the councilors should have come to
committee members belong to .:._ them if they were unhappy with any
might be Foppes' revenge for their part of the budget.
proposed cut in the president's
"We were very accessible,"
salary,
committee member Barnhouse said.
Councilor Taylor, who sup- "For one thing, we were in the state
ported the alternate budget, said the whole semester." '
the finance committee improperly
According to the alleged alterfunded requests for speakers, native budget, the money cut from
equipment, salaries and travel organizations would be funneled
expenses. He said such items should into the special ideas committee,
be funded out of the Special Ideas which Taylor chairs.
and Projects Committee and the
After the finance committee
Student Research Allocation proposal was defeated by a close
Committee.
margin in the first vote, proponents
"It is not that we are against of the alternate budget were
what any organizations asked for, prevented from making amendcontinued on pspe 5
but the appropriateness of certain

Caswell Silver Professorship
Announced by Department
Len Olson
The second recipient of the
Caswell Silver Distinguished
Professorship in Geology has been
announced by the University of
New Mexico Department of
Geology.
William T. Holser, professor of
geology at the University of Oregon
and past chairman of that
department, will be in residence at
UNM for a year starting in August,
a department spokesman said.
This endowed professorship is
awarded for periods of up to two
years to earth scientists in all areas
who are not members of the
department. To be selected, the
individual must be a productive and
active leader in his field. The
recipient must also carry out a
vigorous research program while in
residence at UNM.
H<>lser wil replace Dr F. Donald
Bloss, the first professor to receive
this honor, who is now in residence

at UNM doing research in the field
of optical crystallography.
Holser's research deals with
changes in the chemical composition of the oceans through
geological time. His research in this
area began in 1960. He has also
done research in the geochemistry
of evaporative rocks.
Holser will give one or more
seminars
in
evaporative
geochemistry and the chemistry
history of the or.ean during his stay
at UNM, the spokesman said. He
will also do research in conjunction
with other faculty members in the
geology department.
The Caswell Silver Foundation,
which makes the award possible,
was established in 1980 through an
endowment provided by Caswell
Silver, an alumnus of the UNM
Department of Geology. The
foundation was established to
support graduate education and
research in the earth sciences at
UNM.

Nuntbers of Hispanics Studying Engineering Increasing
.Emest Montoya
The number of Hispanics going
into engineering at the University of
New Mexico has gone from 1()6
students in 1977 to 482 in 1981, an
increase of almost 400 percent.
Peggy Maestas, director of the
Hispanic Engineering Program and
adviser of the student organization,
the
Hispanic
Engineering
Organizatioh, said she expects that
trend totontinue.
'jHispanics have felt inferior
when it comes to the field of
engineering and they have not had a
role rnodel to push them into the

financial aid and helping the
students stay in school by providing
support for them,

went on to a junior class standing
and of 59 juniors in 1979, S4
became seniors.

''1he retention .tate of Hispanic
students going into engineering
seems to cut in half frorn freshman
to sophomore· classes,'' said
Maestas.
A minority data report released
1
' During sl)ring break we went to
by the College of Engineering
rural high schools throughout the showed that 236 freshmen started
state talking to students about toward an engineering degree in
engineering and the. response was 1979, but by l!J8() only 84 were still
really positive," said Maestas.
working toward an engineering
Maestas also said the Hispanic degree.
Engineering Prograrn at UNM
ln 1979 there were 123 Hispanic
helps students going into
engineering with acadernicsj engineering students, but only 80

But despite the fact that only 188
students were retained for the 1980
academic year from a total of 418
the year befote, there were 230
entering Hispanic students enrolled
in freshmen engineering courses.

field; that is why the numbers have
been s~ slow ,' 1 said Maestru:.
Maestas said the Hispanic
Engineering Program tries to help
make Hispanics aware of the field
of engineering by having UNM
students relate their experiences to
high school students.

-.
.f

The report indicates that
Hispanics make up 24 percent of
the total enrollment in the
engineering department and the 418
hispanic students that . ate in the
programis almost five times that of
the number of Native Americans
and Blacks combined.

Maestas said !:he hopes the "peer
support'' provided by the Hispanic
Engineering Program will help
motivate students and help them
maintain a positive attitude.
The Hispanic Engineering
Program works closely with the
Hispanic
Engineering
Organization, which is also a
support group for Hispanic
students working toward an
engineering degree.
"We have about 80 to 100
students attending our meetings,"
said Maestas about the .Hispanic
Engineering
Organization
meetings.
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World News

by United Press International

1 Taco, 1 Chalupa
and Small 7-Up

White Sands Area Awaiting Shuttle Columbia's Landing
The shuttle buffs, e.xpected to
WHITE SANDS - Thousands
of people campecl Sunclay ne;lr the number at least JSO,!XX), began
desolate White Sands Missile Range waiting Saturday outside the gate
waiting to see the Columbia swoop that will open between (i a.m. and
home from space. Nearby towns II a.m. today to allow 50,000 of
readied a bell-ringing red,. white them to a viewing site on the
restricted base.
and blue welcome.
By Sunday afternoon, state
The throng, sorne wearing Tshirts saying "Viva Columbia," police said 4-rnile-long suing of 700
turned the normally inhospitable ''ehicles were parked alonside the
sand and sagebrush into a small city road. Many of them were RVs and
replete with barbecue grills, campers, but there some bright
volleyball nets, softball games and orange and blue tents put up by
people who had come in cars.
horseshoe throwing contests.
"The second landing was
Another 50,000 "bird watchers"
phenomenal. For a period of about are expected to pack the nearby
3 minutes when it was corning White Sands National Monl!ment
down, everybody laid aside war, and thousands more will be
prejudice- the whole thing. And 1 competing for any hal)dy sand dune
hope that carries over here," said on the mostly flat gypsum desert
Larry Barnes, 29, ·Of Burbank, that will offer a glimpse of the
landing.
Calif.

Street vendors strolled the
asphalt dispensing hot dogs and
soda pop to the crowd on a sunny
7$-degree day. Kites fluttered in the
20-mph breeze and sunbathers
reclined on ]awn furniture.
"It will really be something,"
said Chancey Porter ofKalamazoo,
Mich., one of the early arrivais.
"\Ve can only see it, but our
grandchildren will probably ride on

one.''
Bunched in with the tourists were
the concessionaires hawking
ever)1hing from shuttle T-shirts
and buttons and bumperstickers, to
SO-pound bags of "organically
grown pinto beans."
The crowds and the prelanding
activity lent an unusual touch of
excitement to the normal!)' sleepy

desert towns arounc! the sprawling
base,
"!think it's great. What the hell,
it's nice to have something around
here besides rattlesnakes and
sagebrush," said Bob Nall, the
owner of a bar in Las Cruces,
Another Las Cruces bar was
offering "shuttle specials" drinks made of red, white and blue
liqueurs with .a sparkler swizzle
stick.
Police said a massive traffic jarn
was certain Monday. A 20-member
National Guard Unit was called up
to help handle traffic and crowd
controls in the tOWn of Tularosa,
which has only five police officers.
Las Cruces Mayor David

Steinborn proclaimed Monday a
city holiday, urged residents to put
up red, white and blue streamers
and asked churches to ring their
bells to welcome astronauts Jack
Lousma and Gordon Fullerton
back to Earth.
"We'd like everyone in town to
wear red, white and blue and to put
red, white and blue streamers on
their mailboxes, their car antennas
and the trees in their front yards,"
he said.

A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES

1f2 PRICE SALE
on all METAL FRAMES
through March 31
Open Mon-Sat 9am-5:30pm
3101 Central Ave NE 265-0959
9649 Menaul Blvd NE 299-0959
:--..,
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November, another contin~ing resolution, a . legislative
dev1ce used to fund departments
and agencies when _congress has
not yet passed the1r annual appropriations bills, was allowed to
expire after round-the-clock
negotiations ended in a presidential
veto.
The result was a one-day
government shutdown Nov. 23 that
cost ab<;>u~ S85 milli~n, according to
a preli'!lmary estJ.mate by one
congressiOnal comm1ttee.
President Reagan vetoed that
resolution because he felt it was too

expensive, that Congress was not
implementing enough of his
proposed spending cuts.
The debate over this resolution
could. tum into more of a dispute
between the two chambers of
Congress rather than a dispute
between lawmakers and the chief
executive.
The House Wednesday approved
299-103 and sent to the Senate the
resolution to extend funding at
current levels through Sept. 30 the end of fiscal 1982 - for the
departments of Labor, Education,
Health and Human Services,
Treasury, Justice, Commerce and
State, and several independent
agencies.
Funding for the agencies expires
at midnight Wednesday, under the
continuing .resolution finally approved in November.
Baker said although he asked
senators to refrain from offering
amendments, he suspects there may
be an attempt to attach an antischool busing rider ()r a balanced
budget amendment to the measure.
If such a move is made, the
resulting battles could hold up

The Army, after bowing to
pressure
from
Washington,
reluctantly agreed to all9w 50,000
of the shuttle watchers onto the
base to see the landing, but warned
them there were rattlesnakes and
dud bombs all over the base.

Breakfast
or
Dinner

passage of the resolution.
The GOP leader said he thought
anti-busing advocates were upset
because they feel the Justice
Department appropriation bill, to
which they successfully attached an
antibusing rider earlier this session,
is "languishing" in the House.
A Senate aide said antibusing
senators were not considering
attaching antibusing language to
the resolution. Instead, the aide
said, they were considering attaching an amendment to allow
funding for the Justice Department
to expire sooner than Sept. 30,
thereby forcing the House to act on
the Justice appropriation bill.
Sen. William Armstrong, R·
Colo., a longtime advocate of
amendments to require Congress to
balance the federal budget, also
might try to attach a balanced
budget amendment to the
resolution.
Baker said any changes made by
the Senate would require that the
resolution either be sent back to the
House or to a conference committee, meaning a further delay for
the funding measure.

GALLEGOS

Buy 1 Larg~ Reg.
Breakfast Burrito
Get 1 Small Reg.
Breakfast Burrito

255-3696
to

FREE
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2.25

1.15 value

Sat,·Sun. 11 a!Jl·8om
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·
Other Locations
1001S Central NE
11200 MC)ntgomery NE

Spaghetti
Dinner

1.95 value

SE
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.

11:00 Oally

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 M.en·aul NE
expires 4_4_82
5231 Central NW

2206

n~xt

Open at

Reg. *2"

McDonalds

Wi!h the purchase of any drink
8am-llam Mon-Fri.
Expires 4-2·82

···t)

mastet
Zappers
.
Gametoom

includes salad
& garlic bread

expires 4-4-82

[il[!4~~ Game Coupon
good fot S1.25 In [r~~~ GQmN (no obllgcltlon)

........................................
• Om•gQ RQc•· • T•mfMat • Donky
• PQc-mQft • o.f.nd.t StQtgQt•
Kong
• Aawtolda • Qnd ffiot•l

0
M

2

2216 Central SE
265-5986

0

0

0

T
Th
F
1 p•t p•11on p•t dQy

for

daily
Free games
with UNM ID only
expires 4-2-82

1 Yogurt

(Toppings not included)

STUDENT LOBBYIST FOR THE
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
(Assoc. Students of New Mexico) 1980-81

JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Work to obtain another $5 milllon tor
the Work-study program

~IMPROVEMENT OF

UNM LIBRARIES

Will request $2.5 million from the stale
tor library acquisitions
....;. REORGANIZE ASUNM ENTERTAINMENT
COMMITTEES
-to bring more "on campus
programming"
-to bring not only more, but the "Best"
entertainment to UNIJI students
-eliminate waste and duplication of
efforts
..;.. WORK TO GET A STUDENT VOTING
MEMBER ON THE BOARD OF REGENTS
AND THE BOARD OF EDUCATIONAL
FINANCE (BEF)

"We have the potential for great things . , . "

ASUNM
PRESIDENT

• CHILl DOG • BEER e

Harrv:!EfrJSSH!OGS

ASUNM LOBBY COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN,
1980-81

(may substitute soft drink if under 21)

all for only $1.50 with coupon.
+one FREE video game!

(next to the Lobo Campus Pharmacy)

All NEW Video Game Room!

Legislative Results:

". . .il we ate to gain power and credibility, we
must continue with a mature and realistic
approach in dealing with the administration
and stale feglslature. "

S189 with coupon

Expires 4-2-82. One per customer.
MICHAEL

"A professionaf lobbying effort is a must if we
are to accomplish out goafs!'

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper,and Medium Beverage

Central

Lunch

·--------------------------~

~

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

School Busing May Snag Resolution
Two of
WASHINGTON Washington's hottest. issues, school
busing and the drive for a balanced
budget, threaten to ensnarl the
"continuing resolution" the Senate
needs to pass by Wednesday to keep
seven federal departments going.
Senate
Republican leader
Howard Baker plans to call up the
resolution for a vote today, butconcerned there may be amendment
troubl.e- has told senators they
1 may be in session late Monday,
I Tuesday and Wednesday for

$1. 49

with coupon thru 4-4,82

(a $2.60 value)

• Albuquerque VIdeo Game p,.mler •

-lowest tuition increase in 7 years

• MS. PAC:MAtt•

Coupon good March 29, 30, 31

-passage of the 1st state sponsored "Workstudy Bill" in the United States (1 million
dollars)
~assisted the UNM Administration with the

HAIRCUTS

ALBUQUERQUE BARBER COLLEGE
3215 Central NE

successful passage of the "Student
Services Building" (6.4 million dollars)
-directed the student effort state-wide,
which assisted in obtaining $5 million for
Science-Engineering Equipment (UNM will
receive $2 million)

for only
$2.50

266-4900
no appointment necessary

Instructors
Jess Trujillo and Gene Varoz
All work done by students
OPEN Mon.-l•"d. 9-5

• • •
Other Results:
~organized and directed the state-wide

effort opposing Federal Financial Aid
cuts-this was the effort that brought U.S.
Sen. Harrison Schmitt to our campus
-successfully produced UNM Albuquerque
Mayoral Forum

I·---------------------------------~
YALE BLOOP PLASMA
I
1
122 YALE SE
I
I1
Albuquerque, KM. 87106
I
(505) 266-5729
1
1

Group Fund Raising Available

I
I
I

New Donors Accepted 12:30-3:30pm M·F

I

I
I
I

.

_________________________
I,_________
-People Helping
People Through PlasmapheresisI
.

-

.......

'

,., ' .,

.

Vale Blood Plasma, Inc.
coupon good ON l V
with valid student or
military 10. Limit one
pet New Donor. Not good
with other coupons

with coupon thru 4-Nl2
New Donors accepted
Ftom 12:30 to 3:30pm
Monday through Friday

Present this coupon lor a $5.00
Bonus on l'ir.st Donation
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Forum

Thermal Energy Storage Talk Set
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Editorial

Referendum Won't Break ASUNM
De~pite what you may have heard, New Mexico
Public Interest Re~earch Group's referendum for
$23,871,20 will not empty ASUNM coffers. It won't
force ASUNM to cut funding for other groups. And
there will be plenty of money left for appropriations in
the fall, It will, however, set a bad precedent.
NMPIRG has two referenda on Wednesday's
ASUNM election ballot, One referendum asks for
funding and the other asks for autonomy. With the
arguments flying, students may lose sight of the very
important consequences of these votes.
NMPIRG is one of the better student groups on
campus providing service to all students and not just
to a select audience, However, by asking for the increase on the ballot they are opening the door for all
student groups to do the same, Very possibly, groups

TRY NOT70

tB7 7HC. CRISIS

could ask for more money than is in the budget,
Properly so, the budget is created by the ASUNM
senate because they know how much money they
have to work with.
The arguments for autonomy are just as two-sided,
NMPIRG hopes the referendum which reads,
"ASUNM shall enter into a contractual arrangement
with NMPIRG providing for autonomy," will mean
they receive a fixed percentage of the ASUNM fee.
Opponents. fear NMPIRG will no longer be answerable
to the students if they receive a set fee. However, the
referendum specifically states the agreement as a
contract and contracts require obligations from both
sides, The referendum does not mention fixed funding. A contract can reinforce NMPIRG's obligaton to
the students.

IN ceNTI?AI-

AMfi<!Ctl PIEi
(UH/tel'MGONE:.
\

continued fr(Jm page 1
ments to the budget by a ruling of
Chairman Mike Finnie that the
constitution allowed only the
finance committee to make budget
recommendations.
·

Professor Urges 'Yes' for NMPIRG

RSA Clarifies Stand on NMPIRG
Editor;
The Returning Students Association in respect to
the recent bid for the referendum by the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group, wishes to make a
formal statement.
1) We do not condone:
A) The actions taken to what we believe is an
attempt to undermine the Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico budget process set forth as
guide. lines for all organizations.
B) What we perceive as lack of attempt to search
for a director of UNM talent.
Cl The haste and seeming underhandedness with
which the proposal was formulated and failure of New
Mexico Public Interest Research Group to make the
total campus aware of their internal needs.
D) The stipulation from PIRG that ASUNM and
PIRG enter into contractional agreement for PIRG's
autonomy from ASUNM.
2) We also cannot condone ASUNM's apparent
attempt to deny PIRG of their legal rights for
referendum by the placement and continuously
changing deadline for their petition drive.
3) RSA finds it difficult to realize the possibility of
funding cutbacks for the student organizations if PIRG
is granted their increase. We feel ASUNM has not
shown substantial justification for this claim.
4) We as an organization understand and support

PIRG's bid for, what we believe, is an attempt to
provide better and increased services to the campus
and community as a whole.
5) With the understanding that the RSA will not in
any way support PIRG's bid for autonomy during any
contractual agreement meetings, we feel that the
$23,000.00 is justified and support the referendum as
proposed.
We feel we must support this referendum as written
to avoid any possibility of damage to existing structure
of NMPIRG as it currently functions. The defeat of this
referendum would substantially reduce PIRG's effectiveness ovet last ',lear's,
ASUNM currently limits .any organization's request
for further appropriations above those passed during
the normal budget process.
We support ASUNM's bid to prevent individual
organizations' attempts to dictate policy contrary to
normal ASUNM procedure. We hope in future
requests NMPIRG will maintain the standard as shown
by all other student organizations and realize that we
must exist together for total service to all.
Bruce Mahan
Co-Coordinator
Betty Vogel
Co-Coordinator
Returning Students Association

'DE.Fttlt1U. 'f
ONe OF' THE
SI6NS or

5PRIIIG!

NtWMrxrco

Daily Lobo

After the finance committee
members
convinced several
councilors to change their vote
during a recess, the budget passed
by a 17 to 6 margin.

research, writing, and the political process, NMPIRG
will provide students with the much needed opportunity to gain a first-hand understanding of the
democratic process. Equally important, NMPIRG will
enable students to put this combiflation of academic
and practical skills to use by advancing the common
interests of the UNM student community within the
larger politically arena.
For these reasons, I urge students to consider
seriously the positive results which can occur from the
passage of PIRGs referenda. NMPIRG will be a very
effective organization if it is given the chance.
Max Bartlett
Lecturer
Political Science
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Robert T. Tamblyn, president of
Engineering Interface, Ltd, in
Ontario, Canada, will discuss the
economic aspects of thermal
storage in large b\lildings,
Thermal energy storage is a new
method for reducing energy costs
through
electricity
load
management.

With electric utilities placing
more emphasis on time-of-day
rates, the owners of large buildings
are becoming increasingly interested in shifting electricity use
away from peak load hours through
thermal energy storage, This shift
in time of electricity use can result
in a significant cost reduction.
Robert E. Hopper, vice president
of Bridges and Paxton Consulting
Engineers, Inc,, will discuss
engineering design of stratified
thermal storage systems using
water.
Bridgers and Paxton is an

Alb\lquerque firm that has designed
three local buildi!lgs with thermal
storage systems. ·
Other speakers from electric
utilities, architectural firms, and
UNM will discuss energy conservation opportunilie.5, recommended applications and benefits
of thermal energy storage.
The seminar will begin at I: IS
p.m. in room 218 of the mechanical
engineering building, with a $5
registration fee required,
Interested persons should contact
the mechanical engineering
department at 277-2761,

" ... efficient ASUNM services for all UNM
students must remain one of the primary concerns of student government."
·

", .. how can an ASUNM President genuinely
express the students' need for financial aid
when he will be receiving almost $9000 in
salary and expenses?"

-GSA-------------------------

Letters

Editor:
Recently, I have become aware of NMPIRGs efforts
to become a more effective organization here at UNM.
l understand that two referenda placed on the March
31st ballot will enable NMPIRG to grow in order to
serve better the interests of the student .community.
Having observed PIRGs first in San Diego and now
at UNM, I believe that this organization, like Its
counterparts across the country, will provide an effective framework for the integration of students'
academic efforts with practical public policy experience, The existence of a strong PIRG here at UNM
will enhance the liberal arts atmosphere of this
university and further the education of students as
well-informed, involved citizens.
By enabling them to become directly involved in

An international authority on
thermal energy storage design will
speak at the University of New
Mexico today as part of a seminar
sponsored by the University of New
Mexico's mechanical engineering
·
·
department.

what could be funded by the
finance committee.
The budget needs only a simple
majority in the GSA election to be
approved,
The proposed budget is:
The internal budget (which
includes salaries, supplies and the
research and speakers committees),
$48,380.

- New America, $1270; Graduate
Association of Business Students,
The budget proposal needed a $1500; Agora, $1500; Child Care
two-thirds majority to pass.
Co-op, $8000; Law Student Civil
The council also voted to have a Rights Research Council, $425;
set of guidelines drawn up to define Mexican American Law Students
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WASHINGTON - Six months from now few people will recall
where they were upon hearing that John Belushi was dead, but this
fact belies his importance to children of the "Me'' decade.
When Belushl entered our lives in 1975 as a regular on the
iconoclastic television program "Saturday Night Live," he had
already been titillating the irreverent side of coffeehouse and radio
audiences for several years. Though his role in The National Lampoon Radio Hour was less memorable, the weekly broadcast may
have helped prepare a mas'S" audience for what Belushi would
unleash upon it.
Yet there was an element of good timing to Belushi's arrival. In
the fall of '75, America was smarting from Vietnam, Watergate and
its dependence on foreign oil. Gerald Ford was president. Almost
naturally, people were fond of saying that a new decade was upon
us, and that it needed defining.
"Saturday Night's" troup of relative unknowns, the Not Ready
For Prime Time Players, quickly became the most accurate of public
chroniclers of these "new times." They parodied things we all had to
live with: families, television commercials and news anchormen.
Their Spoofs of celebrities left no one unscathed.
President Ford, whose motor skills were always good mat~trial for
Chevy Chase, was often devastated by the antics of the young
upstarts (leading at one point to special White House briefings on
the president's athletic abilities); Dan Akroyd's incarnation as Papa
Conehead meant a lot to those of us with stuffy parents; Gilda
Radner's hawking of a floor wax that "doubles as a desert topping"
helped change the way we look at commercials.
It was John Belushi, however, who was the trademark of
"Saturday Night's" popularity. In his routines Belushi often widened
the gap between sanity and insanity.
Belushi once explained his popularity this way: "My characters
say it's OK to screw up. People don't have to be perfect. They don't
have to be real smart."
In defining his own appeal, however, Belushi reminds us that
everyone on "Saturday Night" had .a following of some kind. Taken
together, the Not Ready For Prime Time Players were a reflection of
their audiences' everday experiences. Belushi was only part of the
crowd.
And it was with our own crowd that we made "Saturday Night
Live" a weekly ritual. Many people would organize a new kind of
party around the 90-minute show itself. Not everyone knew, of
course, how revolutionary the show was during the early years; as
late as 1978, .one could still meet wide-eyed, newfound converts.
Imitations can't recreate the zaniness that "Saturday Night"
Ushered into aut lives. In its original form, the program triggered ·a
complete release from the unrelenting facts of life. Once a week
before bedtime, it became perfect medicine for a generation whose
~embers were either face-to-face with realitY or running away from
rt. The more serious we were in either pursuit, the wackier Belushi
and Co. seemed to behave.
Belushi (with occasional help from Akroydl tried to elicit the same
satisfaction from the moviegoing audience, creating funny though
implausible films such as "1941'' and "The Blues Brothers.''
Unfortunately, his fans didn't need to sit through two hours of
carefu)ly.produced hysteria.
Yet, when Belushi's generation does look back at the best of the
1!l70s it will probably overlook his Hollywood flops (as well as those
of Chevy Chase and Dan Akroyd). Along with his six partners,
Belushi will be remembered for giving us the comic relief we so badly
needed. He sat us down and made us laugh.
The death of a clown, we're learning, hits us harder than we might
~ave thought. Our generation hasn't embraced many comedians as
ots own. Fewer of them have died on us. It's understandable that
Belushi's death, at 33, makes us wonder whether so many will laugh
together again.

Association, $2050.
Poetry Series, $700; International Center, $1385; St11dent
Association of Planners, $210;
American Nuclear Society, $210;
American Indian Law Student
Association, $800; ASA Gallery,
$1518,
I
- Women's Law Caucus, $500;
Graduate Students for the
Advancement of Art, $300; Oelta
Theta Phi, $270; Cultural Series,
$5000; Student Organization of
Latin American Studies, $400;
KUNM, $1500; New Mexico Daily
Lobo, $1500.

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

"• .. when ASUNM student managers are responsible for hundreds of thousands of dollars
of student money,how can anyone object to
their hiring being based on experience and
qualifications rather than political ties- - except of course, the unqualified people."

We can make
ASUNM work,
for a change.
Your vote on Wednesday can be
the beginning of a new ASUNM.

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
and

Columbia Anlsts Festivals presents

Randy

Knapton
•••
•••
••
•

President
Annette

Hatch
Senator

Saturday, April 24 • 8: 15 PM
Tickets $14, $12, $9
Special Matinee Saturday 24- 3:00PM
Tickets $12, $10, $7. ASUNM I GSA \12 Price
At All Ticketmaster Outlets
Telephone 277·3121
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Paid for by Students for a new ASUNM
and the Committee to Elect Annette Hatch.
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Senatorial Candidates Express Views on Public Issues
This article is a series of profiles was formerly a Residence Hall
on ASUNM Senatorial candidates Student Association representative
for tile Wednesday ASUNM the University of Detroit and at
Generq/ e/e,·tion. Twelve can- UNM.
didates are officially running for 12
He is currently a member of the
positions; tile profiles appear in UNM
Housing
Committee
order of the candidate's position on representing Coronado Hall.
the ballot. Answers to a Daily Lobo
NMPIRG should not be subject
questionnaire provide the basis for to a ''possible hostile senate,"
the article, Manuel Casias, did not Shams-Avari said, and the group
fill out a questionnaire and does not would get his support if the old
appear in the artic.le.
refund policy is used.
Asked about problems facing the
TIMOTHY LeDAY
handicapped, Shams-Avari said,
LeDay is a 21-year-old junior "There is still quite a bit of dif·
majoring in accounting and ficulty in obtaining access to many
buildings
for
handicapped
minoring in economics.
students,"
he
says.
"I would
LeDay said he has been very
active with the Residence Hall thoroughly study such problems
Student Association and the and make my reccommendations to
of Accounting the appropriate people."
Association
The administration and ASUNM
Students.
should
fund KUNM, he says, and
"I am used to donating my time
to work for others,'' he s;lid. "I am because of federal cutbacks to
public radio,' 'the death of
used to working with people."
"The major problem thnt un- KUNM" should be prevented. He
dergraduates have has to do with said he feels KUNM "is one of the
the amount of bureaucracy they finest stations in the country."
Sham-Avari says he would also
face while here," LeDay s!lid. "I
think that l will be able to help support the Child Care Co-op
because I will be accessible to because it provides a vital service to
students, l will listen to them and students with children.
Commenting on the recent .rift
because I want to work for them,"
between ASUNM and ASNM, he
he said.
"More professional standards said, "ASUNM should be fully
should be set in making allocation active in ASNM."
Last
semester's confllct-of·
decisions," LeDay said. "There
interest
issue prompted this
should be legislation that
specifically spells out what should response from Shams-Avari:
be taken into consideration when "Sometimes such an occurrence
making allocation decisions. There cannot be helped as there may not
is no legislation designating a time be enough interested students to fill
frame or spelling out the all positions. I would keep a close
relationship between the Senate and watch on people with possible
confllcts of interest to see there are
organizations.''
LeDay said, "NMP!RG is not in no abuses."
Shams-A vari said he would
a special category, All groups
should have the same option that "wholeheartedly" support NMNMPIRG has. I should also note PJRG's effort to become
from ASUNM
that PIRG is operating within their autonomous
legal rights as is spelled out in the because he says it is in a special
category, linked to the national
(ASUNM) constitution."
The best way to serve non- PJRG effort, and "should not be
traditional students is "to first subject to the whims of a possibly
understand their needs and con• hostile Senate."
stantly communicate with them," JOHN G. SPRAGUE
LeDay said. "The programs that
they desire and need should be
Sprague is a 21-year-old .senior
properly funded to give them a majoring in biology with a minor in
chance to be part of the Univer- chemistry.
sity."
Sprague said he wants to get
"I don't see any major problems officially involved and have a
facing the physically handicapped, definite vote in how ASUNM
but I am aware of a lot of minor conducts student business.
problems that are facing them,"
"I'll do for the students whatever
LeDay said. "I would work for the student input said," he said.
fulfilling the needs that they have."
l-Ie said he feels he has some idea
"ASUNM should help KUNM, of student needs through his in·
but their help should not be volvement with many campus
directed solely in the area of groups.
finance. KUNM deserves some il Sprague said he believes the
funding from the State Legislature major problems facing un·
more than from ASUNM."
dergraduates do not involve
LeDay said he would support ASUNM, and he said he does not
ASUNM funding for the Child feel he could help with these
Care Co-op "since many students problems.
benefit" from it.
He would support any student
"ASUNM's
relationship
to group with reasonable requests, he
AssociatedSttidentSofNewMexico said; however, he would like to see
should be one of leader and the tutorial program solidified.
follower; one in which we help
NMPIRG is seeking funding that
ASNM as much as possible; one in is detrimental to other student
which we set ourself as an example organizations, he said.
for some of the other colleges and
However, NMPIRG is in a
universities to follow," LeDay said. special category because they
"I have a lot to learn about provide a broad service beneficial
ASUNM; however, I !earn quickly to all New Mexico citizens rather
and I expect to be a major influence than just UNM students, he said.
in the Senate by the fall semester,"
Asked what he could do serve
LeDay said. "I am a straightfoward non-traditional students, Sprague
individual who is not obligated to said it is up to the students with
anyone. I will always vote ac- ideas to come to the senators and
cording to my conscience and not pass their ideas on to the Senate.
necessarily with the majority. l'm
"We are all busy students and
not afraid to go against anyone.''
can't possibly work closely with all
I>ETE SHAMS· A VARI
groups," he said.
Sprague said since his freshman
Shams-Avari is a 21-year-old year at UNM, he has seen UNM
junior majoring in political science. becoming more oriented to the
"I want to help students," needs of the disabled student and
Shams-Avari said. "Too many would support UNM in the
times I have heard the student's direction they have been taking in
complain that they don't know the past.
KUNM's relationship should be
what ASUNM does. I want to bring
ASUNM back in touch with the autonomous from ASUNM, he
said.
students."
Sprague said he feels funding
Shams·Avari said for the past
three years he has been actively should continue to the Child Care
representing dorm students as a Co-op, if the~people managing the
floor representative, a dorm vice co-op are students.
ASUNM should not be affiliated
president and a member of the
Inter-Residence Hall Board. He with ASNM, he said.

Sprague said in order to have a
of students
cross section
representing ASUNM, journalism
majors should definitely be in·
eluded.
''Responsible, mature adults will
have no problem keeping the issues
separate in their minds," he said.
Sprague said he feels he is "very
up" on student concerns.
)(1M ROGERS
A 21-year-old senior, Rogers is
majoring in political science and
minoring in social welfare.
Rogers said she will "devote a lot
of time to the possibilities of
establishing a campus-wide tutorial
program.''
Rogers has served as Steering
Committee chairman, has worked
with the New Mexico Legislature
and has "served on various
committees here at UNM. ''
Among the legislation Rogers
said she has sponsored are the
conflict-of-interest topic and
handicapped students. She said she
has also supported resolutions
supporting continuance of special·
interest classes, lobbying efforts to
keep tuition down and passage of
the state work-study bill.
The major problem facing UNM
undergraduates is "the feeling of
not belonging to the University.
The biggest problem is probably
not being aware of the services
available to them," Rogers said.
"I do not feel PJRG should
receive a fixed amount of the activities fee," she said. "I feel they
have a right to go through the
budgetary process as does any other
group."
Nontraditional students could be
helped by "coordinating more
functions and workshops and
meetings with them to better understand their needs and desires,"
Rogers said.
"The main problem facing
handicapped students is the lack of
ramps and electric doors in
traditionally busy places'' such as
the SUB, Mitchell Hall and
Zimmerman Library, Rogers said.
"I will continue to work on obtaining these things."
KUNM should be funded only by
the administration, Rogers said.
"I would like to check into the
possibility of setting a certain
amount, somewhat similar to fixed
funding, of our budget aside for the
continuing operations of the (Child
Care) Co-op," she said.
Rogers said ASUNM should
remain a part of ASNM. "I feel
ASUNM is a vital contribution and
assetto ASNM," she said.
Rogers, who has written and
sponsored legislation dealing with
conflict of interest, said, "I feel it is
of the utmost vital importance that
the Senate take every precaution
necessary to protect themselv.es. In
doing this, they will be better able
to represent the students fairly,
without bias."
DANNY ORTIZ
Ortiz is a 19-year•old sophomore
majoring in business and minoring
in political science.
He said he will be a strong
supporter of ''those groups that are
in the students' interest, those who
support tutorial programs, daycare,
bodines and campus programming
to name a few."
Ortiz' experience includes being a
member of the Lobby Committee
and the Budget Inquiry Board.
"Undergraduates are facing
financial difficulties," Ortiz said.
"I will help by lobbying for increased financial aid and no in•
creases in tuition."
"One thing 1 would like to do is
revive the grading option that was
once used here at UNM," Ortiz
said. "With this option, students
would be able to take a class more
than once and keep their highest
grade, instead of the average grade
that is the rule now."
Ortiz is against giving PIRG
autonomy and a fixed amount of
ASUNM funds because, "there are
a lot of other organizations on
campus that are equally important,

Because of a fixed amount that we
have to spend on student
organizations, it is important that
we have each group come before
the Senate to insure that the money
they ask for is beng used effectively
for students every year."
"To be fair to all groups, PIRG
should go through the budgetary
process like all the other groups,"
Ortiz said.
Ortiz said he would help nontraditional students by supporting
the Returning Students Association
"because we have a high percentage
of nontraditional students at
UNM."
"There are still many buildings
on campus that do not have
automatic doors, which makes it
difficult
for
handicapped
students," Ortiz said. "I will try
and work with the administration
to see if some funding can be
provided for automatic doorways."
As for KUNM, Ortiz said it
''should be funded by whoever has
control over programming and its
operations.''
"ASUNM should be an intrega!
part of ASNM. All students in the
state's universities all have a
common interest in securing an
education and maintaining quality
facilities on each campus," Ortiz
said. "With a united effort from all
universities, we can be more ef·
fective and recruit support from all
areas of the state."
Concerning possible conflict of
interest legislation, Ortiz said, "I
believe any paying member of
ASUNM should be able to run for
the office of his or her choice,''
ABELINO GABALDON
A 19-year-old sophomore,
Galbaldon is majoring .in business
management.
Galbaldon said he is running
because "I am willing to work hard
for the students. I believe that I can
be of great help at lobbying because
I do know some people at Santa

Fe."
Galbaldon has been a senate
aide, a Lobby Committee member
and has held offices in the 4H Club
and in the Future Farmers of
America organization.
"I believe that the school should
go back to the old grading system
regarding
repeating
classes,"
Galbaldon said. He said UNM
should also have smaller classes.
Gabaldon feels the ASUNM
activity fee should be optional
because "so many students here at
UNM commute from various parts
of the area," Galbaldon said. "I
think that a lot of these students are
here jusf for their education and
not the activities."
Galbaldon said he would try to
help non-traditional students by
supporting the Child Care Co-op,
longer hours at the UNM
Bookstore and would look into
possibly having longer hours at the
Student Union Building.
"More ramps (for handicapped
students) are needed," Galbaldon
said. ''We need to get out and talk
to them (handicapped students)
ourselves and get their opinions and
follow them as best as we can.''
Galbaldon said he supports
ASUNM funding for the Child
Care Co-op since "UNM has a lot
of returning students. But I believe
that there would have to be strict
provisions so that we could
eliminate abuse.''
Galbadon did not comment on
funding for KUNM, relationship
betwen ASONM . and ASNM,
conflict of interest issue or the
NMI'IRG autonomy effort.
JULIANNE VASSALW
An . 18-year·old freshman,
Vassallo is majoring in foreign
languages and international
relations and minoring iii international relations.
"I would like to see more
responsive actions take place
through ASUNM for the students
of UNM," Vassallo said, "I feel
that a good way to help this happen
is by getting involved and working

with the students.''
She said she has gotten experience listening to the input and
needs of a group while being a
representative for the Panhellenic
Council.
A major problem for undergraduates is not getting enough
action and responses for their
concerns, Vassallo s;lid,
She said she would support
setting
up
a
comment/complaint/problem box for
stude.nt input to Senators.
Senate meetings should be advertised .so students will feel
comfortable about going to
meetings to air their concerns,
Vassallo said.
Vassallo said NMPIRG should
be subject to the regular budgetary
process and should not receive the
fixed budget they are asking.
She said the group's name is New
Mexico PIRG, not UNM PIRG,
which suggests a community group,
not a university group.
Vassallo said she does not feel it
makes sense for the group to want
ASUNM funding and autonomy at
the same time.
Vassallo said she feels she has
something in common with the
non-traditional student and could
respond to the.ir needs.
"I feel that KUNM should be
funded mainly by ASUNM," she
said. "However, I am speaking
with the little knowledge that I have
at this moment, but looking into
the situation is a must."
She said she would support
ASUNM funding to the Child Care
Co-op, but because it is not a
service for all students, ASUNM
should not be responsible for total
funding.
ASUNM should participate in
ASNM, Vassallo said, but ASNM
should be an organization that
involves complete cooperation
from its member groups.
She said she would be able to
help open communications betwe.en
students and administration.
>••\l
DENISE CORDOVA
A 20-year-old sophomore;
Cordova is majoring in accounting.
Cordova said she will work hard
to become involved in student
government and to work for issiles
that affect students.
"Students need tabernacle aware
of the services and benefits
available to them," she said. "I feel
I can help to make them aware of
these benefits and services - also
to make. sure they keep on receiving
them."
Cordova said specific legislation
she would support would be in·
stallation of automatic doors for
the handicapped for acess to
campus buildings.
The ASUNM activity fee should
not be optional, she said, because it
is used to benefit all students and it
would be difficult to determine who
paid the fee.
Cordova said she would like to
meet with non-traditional students
to discuss their problems on
campus.
The major problem facing
handicapped students at UNM is
acess to buildings since they must
wait for someone to open their
doors, she said.
Cordova said she would support
funding for the Child Care Co•op
because it provides a valuable
service to students and their
children.
ASUNM and ASNM should
work together, she said, to work for
students of New Mexico.
Regarding a reeent conflict-ofinterest issue, Cordova said if a
senator is able to work as editor or
in another staff position in media,
that person should be able to do so.
She said she feels NMPIRG has
the same rights as other student
organizations and should follow the
same procedures as those
organizations.
ANNE'ITE HATCH
A 21-year-old junior, Hatch is
majoring
iii
mechanical
engineering.
cotJtinued on /Nige10

The perfect blend of
Life-Style and Budget...
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Courtyards with barbeque grills
Pool and sun deck
Hot tub
Tennis courts, golf course and driving
range less than a block away
• University of New Mexico, downtown
area and hospitals close by
• And all the good-living features you'd
expect in a fine home
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Tho Cullur·nl Pr•ogrnm Commilton
AND THE ASSOCIATI\U STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE lll\:1\'ERSITY 01' NEW :~>mXICO

PRESENT

WINNER

EST PLAY

TONY AWARD
"THE FIND OF THE SEASON!"
Kerr,
-W•Iter

N, Y. Time$

''A PLAY YOU WILL NEVER FORGET!
A MAJOR EVENT, FULL OF LOVE,
UNDERSTANDING AND-CII•o
PASSION!"
Borneo, N, Y. Pool

Proposed ASUNM Budget Detailed
The 1982-83 ASUNM budget will appear on the
ASUNM election ballot Wednesday. Additional
information about how the money will be used can
be obtained from ASUNM at 277-5656 or from the
organization.

Students ........ , .. , .................. 1245,00
Student Engineers Board ..... , ......... , . 4500,00
Residence Hall Student
Association ...•.....• • . • ........ · ...... 2600.00
Economks Student Council .............. 1058.00

ASUNM General Governmental
(excluding salaries)., ........ ., ........ $ 5640.00
Speakers Committee ........... , ....... 15,000.00
Lobby Committee ....................... 9227.00
Crafts Area ................... , .. ., .... 6000.00
Sport Funding Board . " , ........... , . , .. 5000.00
Student Travel Center ..... , ............. 4767.00
Fiesta Committee .......... , ............ 6400.00
Cultural Committee ................... 25,000,00
New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group .......... , ...... , .... , . 8000.00.
International Center ... , ............... 12,856.10
Film Committee .............. , ........ 10,402.40
Text Book Co-op ... , , ............. , .... 7230.70
ASA Gallery ............................ 5480.00
SUB Entertainment ..................... 8220.00
Child Care Co-op ........... , .. , ...... 21,500.00

SUBTOTAL$64,401.23
Included in the budget, but not placed on the
ballot are:
ASTJNM Salaries
President ...... , ............. , ....... $ 7980.00
Vice president ..... , .... , ............. , . 6660.00
Treasurer (tuition waiver) ................. 756.00
Attorney General ... , .· .. , ............... 3577,00
Executive Assistant to President
(tuition waiver) ....... , ....... , ... , ..... ,756,00
Administrative Secretary ............ , , .12,201.46
Receptionist. ............................ 8791.94
Voter Registration Coordinator ........... 3066.00
Employment taxes ........•.. , .......... 2600.00
Salary contingency .................. , .... 400.00

SUBTOTAL$150,723,20
New Mexico Daily Lobo
(subscriptions} , ...................... 43,000.00

Student Groups

Wednesday, April 28 I 8; 15 PM
TICKETS $15, $13, $12
ASUNM I GSA· Yz PRICE
ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
For Information Telephone

277-3121

SUBTOTAL$89, 788.40

American Marketing
Association .......................... $ 1500.00
Women in Management. .................. 900.00
Delta Sigma Pi ......................... 2700.00
Interfraternity Council. , , , ......•... , .... 3400.00
Panhellenic Council .................. , .. 3025.00
Returning Students
Association ....... , .................... 3588.78
Student Veterans
Association ........................... .4432.85
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan ..................... , ........ 3200.00
Estudiantes porIa
Cultura .............••....... , •....... 3800.00
Kiva Club ............ , ....... , ......... 3200.00
Black Student Union .................... 3700.00
AGORA9500.00
UNM Premedical Professions
Club .......... , ........................ 4241.00
National Chicano Health
Organization .. , ....•............• , .... 4370.60
UNM Anthropology Society ........... , .. 2000.00
Presidential Scholars Club., .............. 1440.00
Association of Accounting

TOTAL BUDGET$304,912.83

~,o~
s.,.uo
~~~ ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE 'l:lt/'f's
~ PROGRAMMING SURVEY FORM

Please support the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE and participate in the
selection of films for next semester... Fill out and return this survey form••. the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is programming FOR YOU!

0

0

undergraduate
faculty staff

0
0

graduate
other

The requested allocations for FILM COMMITTEE guest speakers honorariums was not approved in the 1982-83 ASUNM budget. For the past decade,
the FILM COMMITTEE has brought guest filmmakers/111m scholars to the
campus for speaking engagements in conjunction With a more in-depth expo·
sure to the filmmaking process-to film theory, techniques, and financing.
Do you think the FILM coMMITTEE should receive the necessary ASUNM
funding to continue its guest speakers program?
Yes 0
No 0
Comments_ _~-----------~---~~---

This year's Outstanding Greek
Woman Award went to Pelta Delta
Delta's Karen Gallegos and Outstanding Greek Man for 1981-82
awarded to David Griego, president
of Sigma Alpha. Epsilon Fraternity,
at the Annual Greek Week Banquet
Saturday
evening,
concluding
Greek Week festivities.
The President's Trophy for
Outstanding Sorority was awarded
to Kappa Kappa Gamma, who
"has excelled in every dimension of
sorority life this past year," said
Karen Abraham, sorority advisor,
director of student activities and
associate dean of students.
Abraham said Kappa Kappa
Gamma raised over $1000 to help
create and fund a library for the
UNM Children's
Rehabilitation
Center,
She said they received a top

finance award in recognition of fraternity for great improvement in
their chapter's finance and the past year," Gary Golden,
operations program at the Interfraternity Council advisor and
sorority's National Convention.
assistant dean of students, said.
The President's Trophy for
Sigma Chi was also awared for
Outstanding Fraternity for 1981-.82 completing more tnan 20 individual
was awarded to Sigma Chi for projects for the campus and
excelling among campus fraternities community, provided manpower
in such areas as scholarship, for events and raised hundreds of
membership development, rush, dollars for various charities,
administration, campus and Golden said.
community involvement, alumni
Nine Kappa Kappa Gamma
relations and Greek unity.
women received the 24 Dean of
"This year's winner has Students Awards presented to
dramatically improved in the area sororities for obtaining a 3.5 or
of finance and alumni relations. above grade point average; sixteen
They had a successful rush effort Dean of Students Awards were
and a constructive pledge education presented to fraternity members.
program. The chapter leadership
Kappa Kappa Gamma also
has been depend,a ble and moved the received three of four sorority
chapter forward.
scholarship trophies: the fall 1981
"Their involvement with the pledge class was recognized for the
campus and community is at an all- highest grade point average by a
time high. They have been sorority pledge, class, achieving a
recognized by their national cumulative GPA of 2.60; the

highest GPA over two semesters by
the active membership of a
sorority, achieving a cumulative
2,85 GPA; and the highest overall
GPA for the last two semesters,
which was a cUJ;nulative 2. 79.
The
Interfraternity Council
Scholarship A ward was presented
to the active members of the Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity for the
highest GPA over two semesters,

statistics were not available for the
sorority, however.
The Chi Omega Sorority received
this year's President's Philanthropic Trophy for demonstrating
outstanding volunteer service to the
campus and community.

This year's Interfraternity
Council scholarship award for the
chapter with the highest overall
grades for the past two semesters
was awarded to the members of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

Abraham said the Chi Omega
membership helped with the New
Mexico Special Olympics, donated
money to the Shrine Circus
enabling needy children to attend,
sang Christmas carols at St.
Joseph's
and
Presbyterian
Hospitals, assisted with the KNME
and Muscular Dystrophy Telethon
and helped organize the "Great
American Smokeout" on campus.

The Alumnae Panhellenic
Trophy for the sorority chapter
with the most improved GPA for
the last two semesters was presented
to Alpha Chi Omega. GPA

Individual awards for outstanding service and contribution to
the Greek and campus community
were presented to 38 fraternity
members and 35 sorority members.

Gubernatorial Candidates Speak to College Republicans
Sego has had 10 years experience
power."
Caudell addressed the state in the New Mexico State Senate.
"Never before has the state of
Republican gubernatorial penitentiary, saying, "The people
candidate Bill Sego and former at the state pen have no good New Mexico needed an executive,"
candidate Jim Caudell spoke plan." Caudell said that as a result Sego said. He said that the chief
Thursday at a College Republicans of a being on a national corrections industrialists, among other states
meeting on campus.
committee, he has found that by and org<tnizations, have a poor
Caudell has spent 16 years in the selling and buying from nearby perception of New Mexico.
He also said New Mexicans "do
states, state pen equipment can be
State House. of Representatives.
not
want a 'good ol' boy' image.
of
better
found
much
cheaper
and
"We need to get our heads
They won't buy another like Bruce
together," Caudell said. f!e ex- quality.
plained that over the last 10 years,
In other issues, Caudell said that King. There can only be one other
according to commerce reports, he is a firm believer of the Waste candidate that can beat Toney
New Mexico has had l 5,000 new Isolation Pilot Project but that he Anaya (Democrat gubernatorial
industrial-type jobs while Texas has believes WIPP should be more than candidate).
"Better have a man who is a
had 122,000 of the same type of just a storage site.
spokesman," he said, "who
jobs.
''All residue can be recycled to
"New Mexico is in the back plutonium which is a fuel," Caudell defends the representative party.
seat," he said. "l suspect its purely said. "The next governor needs to He's got to defend the trend of
politics. Agency heads and get with (the federal) government Reagan. It's not hard to do if you
department heads are nothing but and get ownership of all the know the facts. There's been
politicians - that's their whole material, recycle it and sell it and wasteful spending for the last 40
years."
expertise." .
keep it for New Mexico."
He added that the "crumbling
He said that for example, the
economics
were laid on us by the
Caudell
illso
said
he
believes
state
Department of Motor Vehicles is $2
·Democrats,"
million in the red purely because of government needs better public
relations. "You're the ones rowing
the way it is run.
"l think we can spend a lot less the boat," he said. "They're
money for things we're spending it (politicians) sitting up front. If I get
up there, we'd like to run goveron now," he said.
nment
as a business."
He said the present governor says
Lastly, Caudell said a governor
he cannot live with Reaganomics
because "One, he doesn't know needs to visit with the Legislature.
how to change it; and two, he keeps "We have not had a governor to
them (people of welfare) on the visit with the Legislature in last 12
payroll to keep Democrats in years," he said.

When addressing the pr!son
system, Sego said, "The pnson
system will test the next governor.
At first it was not paying guards
enough. They started taking food
out the back door, then they started
taking food out the front
door ... Then it wasn't too bad to
take in narcotics. They're making
money off the prison community,''
he said,
"We're going to have a housing
program when I'm governor and
show it to the other sun belt states
and let them figure out how to
match the program," Sego said.
"We caooot afford. all the
programs we've had in the past. To
tell people 'no' is difficult, but I
have stamina," he said. For instance, he said that he would not
continue the CETA program.
"1 will match training to jobs
that ar.e available," he said, ".It is
simple - ask the industries what
jobs are available and then train the

people to match it.
"We need a governor that's
tough. He needs to stimulate people
to help him. You don't win racesby
negative thinking, I still believe in
the working man," Sego said."
Both candidates said the
University administration should
wait until after the new governor
takes office to appoint a new UNM
President, because the new
governor might appoint new
members to the Board of Regents,
which would have an affect on who
will be chosen president.
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Now you ean buy the original
Basttue-eoWdry espadrilles
lor just $10.00. *

Please check off whether you would like to see MORE, A SIMILAR AMOUNT,
OR LESS of the following categories of films during the spring semester:
MORE
A SIMILAR AMOUNT
LESS
Recently released feature films-American
Recently released feature films-Foreign
Classic feature films-American
Classic feature films-Foreign
Silent Era films (1920's)
Musicals
Comedy films
Horror films
Science fiction films
Early experimental (i.e. "avant-garde") films
Recent experimental films
Experimental animation

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0
0

Docu~ntaries

0
0

0

0
0
0

Suggested film genres, film directors, and film titles:

Major or Dept.~------------------
How often do you attend films at the SUB theatre?
0 at least once a week
0 at least once a rnonth
0 at least once a semester
0 never

Kathy Erekson

Robert Sanchez

--------------------------------------~~----------------------~----

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is a student service organization, which
seeks to fulfill entertainment, educational and cultural functions by offering a
variety of film programming at affordable prices. The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is dedicated to providing an alternative and supplement to commercial
movie theatre fare in Albuquerque. The FILM COMMITTEE is a studentmanaged and student-staffed ASUNM Executive Committee, operating under
the auspices of the ASUNM President. The FILM COMMITTEE rents use of
the SUB Theatre facilities from the SUB Business Office for a fee ranging from
$25 to $60 per night (depending on ticket revenues). FILM COMMITTEE
operations are funded primarily by met revenues from ticket sales.ln addition,
the FILM COMMITTEE receives an annual allocation from ASUNM Which
partially subsidezes advertising, theatre rental and labor costs, and guest
speakers' fees.

Greeks Present Year's Honors to Outstanding Members

(Please

feel

free

to

continue

on

second

sheet.)

Suggestions for improving SUB THEATRE operations=----~---

Please mail or drop off completed survey forms:
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Rm. 235-A, New Mexico Union (SUB)
Attn: Marcy Gruenhut
Phone: 277·5608

UNM Crisis Center

AGORA

This simple, handcrafted shoe
has pne anehanged for nearly 200 years.

New Volunteer Orientation
Wednesday, March 31, 1982
7:30pm room 250 D-E SUB
The UNM Crisis Center is the oldest student
run crisis center in the country. If you are
interested in receiving para-professional experience in counseling, please attend the
volunteer orientation meeting this
Wednesday.

ln the isolated mountain provinces of
Take your pick of six colors, in
northern Spain and western France~ the
men'sorwomen'ssizes,forjust$10.00,
proud and mdependent Basques have been
plus postage and handling; Genuine
making and wearing this remarkable shoe
Basque-country espadrilles, handcrafted in
for m!'re than,2po years. .
. .
Franc~, are available to yo~ for just$10.00
It ts the ongmal espadnlle. Made of .
per patr, plus $2.00 per patr to cover
tightly-woven cotton duck cloth and braided
shipping and handling.
Order yourself a pair or tWo, in your
hemp rope, it has remained popular with
men and women since its emergenee as a
favorite colors, by using the coupon below.,.
peasant shoe in the mid-eighteenth century.
~n about three weeks, you'll be on your feet
•1
• ..
.
tn one of France's proudest traditions: the
You wd rarely fi,nd .thts s~oe 10 a
original Basque•country espadrille
'
store. Now, L'Espadrtlle tS offertllg the
classic Basque espadrille directly to you at a
vt eiJ: reas.on~tble price,1so th~.t yo,!' may com1; .!tf'qK((ht!k' 7 "'"" s'."'''.llouon, M•ssa<h"""' ~2109 1·
o discover 1 s unusua com.ort .or yourse ,,
.
.
Th.e flexible cotton fabric lets Y()Uf teet
PltiiStSII!~ll ., .. _.- pan{s}ofBas:_ue-country ~padrillts(tr SJO.OO ca~h •..
breathe and, after
a lt'ttl. C w. ear,
. ·th.ey St re tCh _ phuS1.00.pr.
postage& hilndlmg fora ttltal-ofL-.=·.-----~·- .
,
0 Ch_eck Enclos_ed,
to conform wtth the.-sha~.ofyour feet. The _NO'mtNol.. avallah.l_Einludrliit's.J(youarejlhalf1izeorderrherte."
rop
hlgh~r(ulh~llC:(t.g,,ifyou'rtartSI}otdet~~J.
. e hem
__ . p S_0.}es are S0 t _an d fl CXI'bl_ e, too,. - Q)lors:
Men's sun 7•13: Navy Tobacco Cream-'Jlt.i.ck•ButgUnd~"White

r----------,

1.

I

I

and rubber remforced for ex_tra long wear.

If you are unable to attend
please call

They're perf~ct for. shoppin~, bOating,
long walks, parttes or JUSt hangmg around.
And they'll last a good long while, too.

S

for more information.

1 Water' Stra!l, Boston, MassachllsetU 02109

--------------------------------------~-----------~------------------------~
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Author To Talk of Famous Dinosaur Hunt

Neanderthal Man Topic of Lecture -Candidates---KalhyBaca
A lecture entitled, "Me'!nderings
on Neanterthals," will be given
Monday at p.m. by Dr Eril<
Trinkhaus in Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology at the University of
New Mexico,
Trinkhaus,
an
associate
professor of '!nthropology at
Harvard, will discuss the "controversial topic" of the relation! hip
between the Neanderthal and
modern man.
The Neanderthal, explains UNM
associate professor of anthropology
Lawrence Straus, is an ancient form
of modern man who inhabited the
earth <luring the first half of the Ice
Age.

Physical and b~havior.al dif,
ferences between Neanderthal and
modern man, says Straus, have
caused anthropologists to argue
whether the two species are related,
Another mystery surrounding
Neanderthals is what happened to
them after the Ice Age. Only fossils
of modern man can be found after
that period, he says, and this leads
some anthropologists to speculate
that the Neanderthal was exterminated,
Trinkhaus, says Straus, is
considered an authority on
Neanderthal because of his extensive studies on Eastern and
European Neanderthals,
"This lecture will be of interest to

~ DOSPRIMOS

..~·· . 1844'Lomas NE • 842-0059
~•

•· " ""

.

Thr Valdl"l f'.tmilv w'viog Nvw Ml'"'ico

~ncr i?J;J

OJJfN Moodav thru S.ttt~rdo~y7.JC);jo

Enchilada

Plate

includes Rice, Beans, & Sopaipilla

Buy I
Get I FREE
Mon. Tue. & Wed.
with the purchase of any drink

people concerned with the
evolution of human behavior, as
well as the physical development of
man," Straus said.
The lecture, free to the public, is
being presented through funds
provided for the department by
Bryan Harvey

Free Brazilian
Concert Slated
For Wednesday
A popular Brazilian guitarist and
singer will perform a free concert
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room 101
of Woodward Hall at the
University of New Mexico.
Tico da Costa will present a
"Poetry and
program titled
Samba" that will incude popular
and folkloric arazilian and South
· American songs.
Costa is making an American
(our following a successful
European concert series. He has a
new album that is a bestseller in
Europe and South America.
The concert is co-sponsored by
the UNM modern and classical
languages department, the UNM
Latin American Institute, the
.Brazilian-American
Cultural
Institute, the Student Organization
for Latin American Studies and the
Modern and Classical Languages
Graduate Students Association.

t The Corner of Yale and Lomas

COLLEGE GRADS
WANTED FOR
INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTS

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

AGRICULTUR£

IUS I NESS
EDUCATION • MATH/SCIENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
FRENCH
IIOME ECON.
MATH
IIURSING
1HE SCIENCES

VOU CAN BECOME INVOLVED W AN ..PORTANT,
MEANINGFUL MOVEMENT FOR WORLD PEACE AS A
PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER, A~D HEL.' PEOPL.E IN A
1HIAD-WORL.D COUNTRY WITH PROBL.EMS OF POV·
EATV, HUNGER, AND DISEASE.

FVOU ME WIWNG TO SHARE YOUR IICIUS WITH

PEOPLE WHO MAIJ.Y NEED 1HEM AND ARE ABI.E
TO PUT OFF CLIMBING THAT LADDER, OmiNG
THOSE IENEFn'S, AND ACCUMULATING POSSES·
liONS, CONSIDER THE PEACE CORPS AS AN AI.·
1EANATIVE IIOA 1WO YEARS OF VOUR LFE.

SEE rA'fl.lc; JmaNTATIV£:
Audon Trujillo, Peace Corps Recruiter
Permanent Campus Office:
Latin American Institute
801 Yale, NE
Phone:
277-2961
Office Hours; Nonday-Thursday 8 AM-Noon

--.JOIN THE
_NEW

continued from page 8
Hatch said she can serve the
student body because she is wellrounded and open to new ideas.
Because undergraduates face
problems adapting to college life,
she said it is important for them to
become more involved in campus
activities.
''Perhaps the student government can set an example and move
to help other organizations do the
same," Hatch said.
Hatch said she favors ''fair
funding" for stu<!ent organizations
and believes follow-up work should
be done to insure that funds are
used properly.
Many students are not aware of
paying an activity fee and do not
know what services are provided by
ASUNM, she said.
However, Hatch said at some
time the fee helps everyone at UNM
and should be paid by every
student.
Hatch said she feels it is important for all ASUNM groups to
have equal opportunity to receive
funding and believes NMPIRG
should not be in a special category.
Hatch said non-traditional
students should be offered more
activities and resources and said she
would have an open mind to their
ideas and needs.
The handicapped student is
discriminated against, Hatch said,
by the limited 11mount of facilities
available to them and beleives it is
important to hear their views.
She said she believes KUNM
should be funded through public
and private donations as well as
through the University and its
affiliations.
Hatch said she would support
ASUNM funding for the Child
Care Co-op because child care is an
important issue that parents
consider before investing the time
and money for a college degree.
ASUNM should be more involved in ASNM, she said, .since it
is important for colleges ·and
universities to interact with one
another.
EUGENE. MOFFETT
Moffett, 23, is a junior majoring
in political science.
Moffett was elected to the Senate
in the fall of 1980, but had to resign
for health reasons. "I know how
ASUNM works," Moffett said.
"It'll be easier to get biDs passed
because of my experience."
The major problem now facing
undergraduates is the rise in tuition
and the cutback in grants. To help
solve this problem, Moffett said, "I
can lobby. 1 can go up to Santa Fe
and say I represent the student body
of the University of New Mexico
and this is what they want, this is
what they deserve, I would be
willing to go to Santa Fe with my
colleagues and maybe we can get
something done."
"The most important issue is to
further the cause of rights for
minorities and the disabled on
campus," Moffett said. "Second,
to repeal the conflict-of-interest
law, .if it passes. And third, to
reinstate the former grade repeat
policy. As it is now, the policy is
unfair to the student body."
"Fourth is to maintain the
present funding for the UNM Child
Care Co-op and keep it on campus," Moffett said.
Moffett said he feels the $14
ASUNM activity fee charged to all
undergraduates should be optional,
"especially to upperclassmen, Most
of them are not into student ac-

tivitles that much. I thin!< freshmen
and sophomores benefit the most
from the fees collected."
The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group should not receive
a fixed amount of the activity fee
under any conditions, Moffett said.
Asked about non-traditional
students, Moffett said, "I know I
would represent the whole student
body. Most run to represent a
certain portion (of the student
body). I'd be willing to help them
(non-traditional students) anyway I
can,''
Moffett said there are "a lot of
accessibility problems" for han·
dicapped students on campus, He
said elevators are too small and are
key-operated and doorways are too
narrow.
Moffett also said he would
support general appropriations
from ASUNM for radio station
KUNM.
The UNM Child Care Co-op
should also be funded by ASUNM,
Moffett said.
Asked bow ASUNM should be
related to the ASNM, Moffett said,
"1 don't think there's any possiblity
(of ASUNM rejoiningASNM)," he
said, "because the majority of the
workload would be forced on
ASUNMand that's unfair."
LAWRENCE ROYBAL
Roybal is
a 19-year-old
sophomore majoring · in international relations with a minor
in political science.
"1 am very concerned about
UNM's future and the progress of
ASUNM," Roybal said.
Roybal has been a senate aide,
worked with the finance committee
and has been involved with
parliamentary
procedures
workshops.
He said he feels financial aid cuts
to students and academic problems
are the major problems of un·
dergraduates today .
Projects he would support,
Roybal said, would be· .greater
lobby efforts in the state legislature
to further reduce tuition increases.
He said he would also encourage
tutorial programs, entertainment
enlightment, and handicapped and
nontraditional student projects.
He would like to have a drive to
make students more aware of
student government.
Roybal! said he can understand
NMPIRG's desire to grow, but it
should not happen at the expense of
other organizations.
NMPIRG is an important
organization, he said, because its
actions reflect not only on students
bUt on the entire community and
state.
He said the major problem facing
non-traditional students is adjusting to academics and he will
work with those organizations that
aid these students.
Accessibility to buildings is the
major problem facing handicapped
students, Roybal said, and other
students should help them with
their problems.
Roybal said he feels ASUNM
should help kUNM, but only with
student representation.
The . Child Care Co-op is
beneficial to many students and by
providing care for chUdren, some
students are able to get their
education.
Roybal said ASUNM is a vital
part of ASNM unity within the
state and shoUld be preserved.
He said he sees drawbacks in the
conflict-of-interest issue as well as
advantages.

A distinguished author wll
recount "the dinosaur hunt of the
century" Friday at 7:30 p.m. in
Woodward Hall at the University
of New Mexico,
Charles Gallenkamp, with slides
and memorabalia, will tell the story
of the late anthropologist Roy
Chapman Andrews and his search
for dinosaur fossils in Mongolia
and China from 1922 to 1!)30.
The event is part of a benefit for
the New Mexico Museum of
Natural History. No fee is required,
but a <!onation of $4 for adults and
$2 for UNM students and children
is requested.
"The Andrews expedition was
over unmapped, hostile territory,"
said Bob Rhodes, manager of
adminstrative programs for the
museum. "They were over there in
the desert with camels and Dodge
trucks, getting shot at by natives.

"It was a major American expedition that received a lot of
publicity and popular support," he
said.
An<!rews returned from his
dinosaur hunt with some major
scientific funds, including a nest of
dinosaur eggs, Rhodes said.
One type of dinosaur remains
found then in the central Asiatic

trek matches those discoveretj in the
Southwest.
Oallenkamp is writing a book on
the Anctrews expedition in conjunction with the American
Museum of Natural History, Which
originally sponsored the excursion.
Desert Quest should be published
next year,

Colloquium To Discuss Hydrology
Groundwater hydrology will be
discussed in a colloquium Thursday
in the Universiy of New Mexico
math department,
Professor Allan Gutiahr of New
Mexico Tech will speak at 3;30 p.m.
Thursday in room 428 of UNM's
Humanities Building, Coffee and
doughnuts will be served at 3 p.m.

in the lounge.
"Stochastic Models in Groundwater Hydrology" will be Outjahr's topic, He will describe
stochastic models, conditions for
output to be stationary and conditions for one-, two· and threedimensional cases. Applications of
the results will also be covered.

Las Elliot, 11 memb9r of th9 N9W Mexico R11dio Controlled RacB Car
Club, wanders emong the electric cars during Sund11ys comp9tition
in the UNM free pllrking lot. Th9 group competes ev9ry two weeks
in six W9eks s9rles with gas cars on SaturdRys and electric c11rs on
Sundays. Anybody can join the organization for $10 s year. Non·
members can compete in a series for $4.

Honored Professor To Speak
The national honorary society
for physicians, Alpha Omega
Alpha, will host Dr. Solomon
Papper as this season's honorary
lecturer at the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine.

scheduled to lecture on relationships between functions of the liver
and kidneys. He will speak
Thursday at 8 a.m. in the UNM
Basic Medical Sciences Building,
room 303, before the UNM
Department
of Medicine, of which
Papper will speak at 3 p.m.
was
chainnan
from 1962-68.
he
Wednesday
in
the
NurFriday,
he
will
conduct a noon
sing/Pharmacy auditorium on the
lecture
on
renal
grand
rounds in the
north campus. His lecture is titled
third
floor
conference
room of
"What Do You Want To Be When
Buildng One at the Albuquerque
You Grow Up?"
Veterans Administration Medical
While in Albuquerque, he is also Center.

take on
the challenge ...
realize
·· -··'the future -
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The Challenge

The Opportunity

Imagination, courage, leadership and
engineering expertise of the highest order...
these are the traits you need to meet the
challenge of our technology. Our leader·
ship position at the forefront of commercial
nuclear power systems will provide you with
unique professional experience.

GPU Nuclear Is responsible fort he operation
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station In New
Jersey, start-up and recovery of two Three
Mile Island units located In Middletown,
Pennsylvania; and an off-site design and
engineering group In Parsippany, New
Jersey. We offer you; • Top benefits • M·
vanced educational opportunities and a
chance to live In beautiful North Central
New Jersey. the. New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylvania Dutch CounttY.
We are seeking entry level and e><perlenced
ptofessionals fn the following categories
• Mechanical· • Nuclear 6 Health
• Electrical
Physics/Radiation
• Chemical
Prolectlon

1 UNIVERSITY coi~J 1 LA"l:,wr:toRv~ GAIV!.E ROOM II
I
BUrS gamlllil forSt .QeiTWo Ektra To~ens Fne (roblnsusuallyS for $1)
limit 2 coupons ~r person per dav
also
on Video Games at •

\
'·
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The Commitment
General Public Utilities created an Independent organization. GPU Nuclear. to
centralize its nuclear capability and
provide safer, more reliable generation of
electricity with nucfear energy. GPU Nuclear
has the strongest commitment to the
flawless safety of our plants.

Cove :red
'W"a.gon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOIII!N

For more information about job opportunities at GPU Nuclear. fill out the coupon
below and send it to: J. Troebllger. P.O. Box
480, Middletown, PA 17057. We seek men
and women from aH ethnic backgrounds
and the handicapped.

l?jijl I Nuclear

I
}
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GENERAL PUBLIC UTiLITIES CORPORATioN

will be on campus

April 5th
The
Student Mental Health
Center

I
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I
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I
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proudly presents
a short-term.
psychodrama group
for UNM students (6 hours or more)
beginning Monday, March 29, 1982,
at 3:30-5:00 p.m.
For more information .
call Leslie Siernbieda at 277-4537.

.

-----~---~----------------------------- I
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ld iJ:l JNuclear . J.P.O.Troebllger
Box480
GENERAL PUBliC UTILITIES CORPOI'IATION

Middletown, Pa. 17057
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ABORTION
SUPPORT GROUP

Eye Tall<

Cross Cultural Unity Group Begins To Take Form at UNM
Ernest Montoya
A group where students will be
able to share their experiences of
ethnic identity and to look for
human qualities across diverse
cultural traditions is now being
worked on at the University of New
Mexico.

Beginning April 6, a support group for women who
have experienced an abortion will be offered at the
Student Health Center, Tuesdays 8:30-10:00 a.m.
for six weeks. Facilitated by Pat Dolan, R.N., M.A.
(Student Mental Health Service) and Melinda
Handmaker, P.A. (Student Women's Health Service).

The project is called the UNM
Cross Cultural Unity Project and is
currently forming. Funding for the
project .is pending until May I.

Free to students enrolled for 6 or more hours. For
information and preliminary interview call 277-

Out of the experiences expressed
in the group meetings, an original
play is the main goal of the project.

4537.

VOTE

FRANCISCO LOPEZ

photo by )ohn Oaks Edwards

VICE ~~~~IDENT

=

Elizabeth Cohen

(Excerpt from an untilled poem.)

•~t•miii•iiiiiiliiaiii'ili'iiii'li'liu'Uiilii"J
Ifyou want to
create a work Of
!lrt,cut along
the dottedfuie.

I remember one night I saw your silhouette
before my window
like a busy prophet visiting my dream

----------

When you study at Boston's
Museum School, you'll be sur- •
rounded by one of the most
splendid and comprehensive
collections of art in the world.
You'll work with a faculty of
over sixty practicing professional artists to create your own
all- elective studio art program.
You can take structured
classes or work individually
with instructors.
Yo.u can earn a BFA orBS.
Or enroll in a special dou hiedegree program through Tufts
·University and the Museum
School.
So if you're really serious
about your art, come study
•
with the masters.

I
I
1
· I

Please send me a catalog and. application. •
l'tn particularly interested in:
0 Undergraduate Programs
0 Master of Fine Arts
0 Evening and Summer Classes
Summer Classes:
June 28-Augusi 6, 1982

l
I
I
I Name

.I

~Street

I City
I
State
.
·
ZIP·--- I
I Send
coupon to:
School of the Museum of Fine Arts
I
I 230
The Fenway

.. _______ ...
Boston, MA 02ll5

In his paper, Shinto points out
that the issues of the "colorful
minorities" in the United States
continue to be unresolved. Yet in
historical perspective, he says our
historical perspective only in this

Eddie Tafoya

dance of Spanish Marrocco which
includes six women in el<otic
costumes.

"Springtimespace,'' the annual
presentation by the University of
New Mexico theater arts' dance
division will come to RodeyTheater
the first two weekends in April.
"Springtimcspace" is a collection
of modern, flamenco, and ballet
dance
pieces
which
was
choreographed by the dance faculty
and performed by both the faculty
and their students.

Perfoming in her own piece,
"Martinete," will be Eva Encinias,
This work is a traditional flamenco
concept
using
original
choreography to celebrate the
theme of the daily routine for a
blacksmith in the south of Spain.
Also performing in this piece will be
Eva Encinias' children, Donald and
Joaquin.

Springtimespace

FOR

the White M (Jjority.

UNM Dance Deparbnent To
Leap into Springtime Space

.HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.
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Mark Rutledge, director of the
United Campus Ministry, said in a
descrip:ion of the project that a
persons of Black, Ch!cano, Native
American and Anglo ethnic
backgrounds will be recruited.
He said they will participate in a
group process following the
methods developed by Bill Shinto in
his paper, Colorful Minorities ana

. .

E•

Boston
Museum School
A Department ohhe Museum of Fine Arts

"Save aU your bottle caps"
you whispered
"I'm inventing a new instrument"
and then you were gone.
I remember the jar months later
overflowing on my desk.

This year's selections will include
"Quattuor Exotica," a modern
ballet piece created by Judy
Bennahum
for Stravinsky's
"Concertino
for
Twelve
Instruments." This particular piece
is a re-creation of a work entitled
"Four Women," which was created
four years ago by Bennahum and
tostume designer David Navarro
Velasquez.
Also included will be the surreal,
imagistic, work, "Typo,"
by
Terese Freedman. This piece will
featUre an original sound collage
created by Ken Pierson, Sylvia
Pacheco and Charlie Dowds.
hl her first UNM Project, Joetta
Jercinovic will present "Melilla," a

A dance for four men,
choreographed by Eric Nesbitt, will
move to Scriabin's Piano Etudes
numbers 4 and 12, and a live ensemble will provide the backround
muslc for Jennifer Predock's
modern ballet piece.
Opening night is April 1.
Proceeds for ticket sales will go to
benefit The Friends of the Library.
Ticket prices for this performance
will be $5.00 for adults and $3.00
for students with current ID. The
ticket prices for each of the regular
performances will be $4.00 for
adults and $3.00 for for UNM
faculty, Staff, students and senior
citizens. Tickets can be purchased
at the UNM fine arts box office and
reservations can be made by calling
the box office at 277-4402.

UNM CRISIS CENTER

AGORA
Are you depressed,

Hational Radio Theatre
on I(UHM 90.1fm
Monday,.March 29th, at 10 p.m.
·

KUNM presents
;1\ SLIGHT ACHE"
by Harold Pinter

The home of a stuffy Englishman and his wife is
"invaded" bY. a ragged, mute mat0 seller who J!layor
may not be real. In a tense but com1c verbal duel (m wh1ch
the match seller says nothing), the man is totally defeated
and his mousey wife. waiting in the Wings, is victorious.
Brought to you by

~

Affiliated with Thfts University

Public Service Company of New Mexico

The School of the Museum o( Fine Arts ad-mit$ students of any race, color and national ot e~hnic ori~in.

Principal series funding provided byA COMPANY CALLED TRW

J

lonely? Is school getting you down? Having
problems with interpersonal relationship?
AGORA can help. The Centet is staffed by
student volunteers trained in peei" counseling. The Center is free and confidential. If
you feel like you just can't make it anyone or
just need to talk call or come by the center.
UNM CRISIS CENTER AGORA
NW Corner Mesa Vista Hall

cent11ry recognized these minorities this model will be one that will be has been asked to be the creative
in any real human sense.
replicated throughout the country.
director of the project and he has
"This project has the potential to
accepted.
"It combines both social and
make an unusually powerful imOliver
has had experience
pact, not only on the student spiritual impact in a unique ranging from on Broadway to
participants but more widely within combination of factors. The need is several roles on television,
the church and university con- critical," said Rutledge.
Rutledge said the project is not
stituencies served by campus
limited
to any one ethnic group, but
Rutledge said some of the main
ministry," S<tid Rutledge in his
is open to all,
objectives
of
the
project
are
to
description.
He said that any one interested in
Rutledge said the project wHI be recruit about 20 to 60 students. He
the project may contact him at 247said
the
project
will
follow
the
co-sponsored by three ethnic
0497.
student centers at UNM - Native process developed by Shinto's
paper,
as
~ way of getting out
American Studies, Black Studies
ethnic stories and experiences of
and Chicano Studies.
He also said United Campus participants.
Ministry has been the main catalyst
Rutledge said the project is
to bring together persons and applying for a maximum grant of
resources to make the proj eel $10,000 that is allowed for such a
possible.
project.
• 'To our knowledge this proposal
"l <tm confident we will get full
represents a new model that is not
or
at least partial funding for 'the
currently being done anyWhere in
project,"
said Rutledge.
the country," Ritledge said.
Rutledge said the development of
Rutledge said that James Ol"iver

HAL
Calendar Of Events
APRIL '82 ~- ~ -·
1,2,3
4

8:15pm ACLOA Production of
2:15
WEST SIDE STORY

5

7:30

INSIDE PASSAGE TO ALASKA
Audubon Film

9,10

8:15

NEW MEXICO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
with Alicia De Larrocha

13

8:15

ALICIA DE LARROCHA RECITAL

16,17

8:15

COLLEGIATE SINGERS UNM
SPECTACULAR

18

7:00

Women's Center UNM
MARGIE ADAM IN CONCERT

'20,21,22 8:15
21
3:00
24

8:00am

TRIBUNE SPELLING BEE

24
24

3:00
8:15

Johnny Desmond - Connie Haynes
BIG BAND SHOW

25
27

7:00
8:15

ALBUQUERQUE YOUTH SYMPHONIES

28

8:15

Broadway Hit
CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD

30

8:15

New Mexico Symphony Presents
ALEXANDRELAGOYAINCONCERT

277-3013
.H:otll's: .Mon-Fri 24 hrs
Sat 10:00-10:00
Sun 6am-Miclnight

Broadway Hit Musical
ANNIE

THE UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY

TICKETS A VAl LABLE AT ALL TICI<ETMASTER OUTU:Ts
TEL 277-3121 FOR INFORMATION
'rhe Centet• is li.ntdcd hy the students~ Vot? "YI~S" ?n ~lm·c!l
31, 1982 ill the Studettt Body G(•nentll~lc>ctton to mamtam tillS
vltnl student scr·vice.

.

'

..

PLEASE CLIP & POST THIS CALENDAR
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·universal travel service
WE ISSUE TICKETS FOR ALL
AIRLINES

Sports·
. BYU "'rins Soc:cer Invite, l.JJ\rwf Takes 2nd

w

:Vo Charge for
Our Serl'ices

I .OCATED AT GIUARD &

N

Lobos Capture T oumament,

~

s
CENTJ~AL

2!!00 Centml S.E.

255-8665

.
L IVe

Iii..
,..,

Entertainment ,;, ··
Performing Upstairs-"Oie Scratch"
Performing Downstairs··"Trouble"

Monday - Happy Night Special from Spm-11 pm
% Price for well drinks, draught beer & wine
Haoov Hour 4-8 p.m - Mon -Fn
Tuesday • 25¢ Drink Special 7:30·9;30 p.m.

San Mateo at Montgomery Mall • 883·8176

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES
The Department ofthe Navy is novv accepting applications tor
entry-level management positions. Qualified individuals w111
be guarantee_d appointment to a paid 16-week training program and assignment to management duties in operations,
personnel, finance, logistics and communications. Starting
salary $20,000 after training with guaranteed raise to $31,500
in tour years. Requirements for application include BS or BA
degree (any major). t9-3.1 years old. U.S. citizen. willing to
relocate and qualification test.

Contact:
DEPT. OF THE NAVY
First National Bank Bldg.
5301 Central, N.E., Suite 1013
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 766-3895 (collect)

Leslie Roybal returns a volley while har partnar Sylvie Dorato concentrates. Roybel and Dorato
defeated their Colorado State opponents on Saturday 6-0, 6-1,

··Lobo Tennis Teams.Score Weekend Wins
Tile University of New Mexico
women's and men's tennis teams
both scored .impressive wins over
the weekend,
Helen Horn's Lobo women's
netters picked up three wins,
downing Colorado State and
Northern Arizona University by the
same 9-0 score. They also defeated
Southern Colorado 5-l on Friday.
The Lobo men's team, coached
by Mark Hamilton, also tasted
victory downing New Mexico Tech

AFROTC TESTING
FOR
PILOT APPLICANTS
The Air Force ROTC Department will be administering the Air
Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOOT) at 1901 Las Lomas
(corner of Yale and Las Lomas) on 26 Mar 1982. If you think ypu
might be interested in the Air Force within the next three years
you should take the AFOOT at this time. You will not be obligated to the Air Force in any way by taking this test. The test is
an aptitude test which is similar to national standardized test
such as the ACJ or SAT and is required of all officer candidates
including pilots. You must be able to graduate before age 25.
Call 277-4502 or 277-4602 as soon as practical before 2 Apr
1982.

9-0, to up their season record to 6-

10.
The women lost only two sets in
Saturday's competition as they
raised their season record to 5-8.
Results of Saturday's matches
against Colorado State are as
follows, with Lobo players listed
first:
Amy Holloway defeated Connie
j iron 6-0, 6-0
Laura Roybal defeated Anne
Castagneri 6-0, 6-1;
Suzanne Kloster defeated Missy
Davis 6-0, 4-6, 6"3;
Leslie Roybal defeated Karen
Barash 6-0, 6-0;
Adrienne Maloof defeated Joan
Zishka 6-4, 6-l;
Vicki Warner defeated Lo~rie Zipf
6-2,6-7' 6·1.
In doubles competition:
Laura Roybal and Kloster beat
Davis and Zipf6-3, 6-l;
Halloway-Maloof defeated SmithZishka 6-2, 6-0;
Leslie Roybal-Sylvia Dorato
defeated Barash-Castagneri 6-0, 61.
In the 9-0 shutout over Northern
Arizona Lobo singles winners were:
Holloway defeated Laura Mealon
6-2, 6-2;
Laura Roybal defeated Tracy
Moses 6-1, 6-1;
Kloster defeated Beth Mayer 6•2, 60;
leslie Roybal defeated Sylvia Fox
6-3, 6-0;
Maloof defeated Molly Pielsticker
6-2, 6-0;
Dorato defeated Wendy Wade 6-1,

IT TAKES MONEY TO MAKE MONEY!
WorldWide Mlrket Sy•t•mi can hEIIp

you

6-1.
Doubles winners were:
Hollaway-Maloof over NealonMayer 6-2, 7-6;
Kloster-L. Roybal defeated MosesFox 6-2, 6-1;
Dorato-L.
Roybal
defeated
Pilesticker-Wade6-l, 6-1;
Horn was pleased with the team's
overall performance. "They didn't
let up. We needed to get our
confidence up," Horn said. "We
needed these wins."
The women netters will be on the
road this week playing Weber State
on Wednesday, Idaho State on
Thursday, and then take on Utah
and BYU on Friday and Saturday
in conference matches.

NCAA Final Set
Six months and some 268 teams
ago, the nations major college
basketball teams began the 1981-82
season with an ultimate goal of
becoming kings of the college
basketball world.
Now six months later only two
teams remain to battle it out to
determine who will be the new
national champion.
The North Carolina Tar Heels, in
the top three all year long, are one
entry after downing the Houston
Cougars 68-63 in a semi-final game
Saturday at the Superdome in New
Orleans.
The Tar Heels will be making
their second straight appearance in
the final and their seventh under
coach Dean Smith.
North Carolina's opponent will

More than $3,000,000,000 In tlnanclal aaslst·
ancols available to students annually. Wo~d·
wldo Morkot Syotomo will find tlve lo 25
sources of financial assiStance appropriate to
your qualltlcatlons.

be the Georgetown Hoyas, coached
by big John Thompson and led by
freshman Patrick Ewing and Eric
"Sleepy" Floyd.

asst.Jre you a rewarding future,

n_ew,

that·reSearch Into Its vast data banks.

service you can't afford not to use,

But the Hoyas almost didn't
k. · th' f
Th
• d.
rna e It IS ar •
ey surviVe a
shaky first half of the season to get
into the NCAA's. However, after a
51-43 struggle over Wyoming in the

For tree and complstelntormallon, 1111 out end second round of the West Regional,
mall tho coupon balow.
the Hoy as decimated a ·highly

r-~-~~~.-••~·_ae-·_n~d~ff~e_e~l-n_l~o_r_m_-a_l~lo~n~~~~~~~~-, !~~~e~le~~s:t0o~;;~~ ~:~ 6g!tf~
Address

State _ _ ZIP-~·

City

!>hone No.

1r

~~:~?~ ~~~~~,'ng

ROTC

Gateway lo a greol way of life.

UNM will have a chance to
recover before they resume play
against cross-state rinll New
Mexico State Friday and
Saturda}' for a three-game~~ at
Lobo Field.

Bri~ Ym!l:':! l:":cii.ersi~ W~:l

the CC-,t:rsi:y ,;: ~~ .,;[ci"C
Sprir:g &10..~r· k"'ii:!<•·k.. .,-.:;-~ ~ith a 10 "'irr '"'"r c·~,.'M Sa:-..rrday a:

Jchns:cn Field.. B-oth
clas~

Seeded first in the East Regional,
the Tar Heels escaped with a 52-50
v.in over James Madison in their
tourney opener. Alabama and
Villanova were the other Tar Heel
victims in the regional.
For the Hoy;as, being in the final
was something some sportswriters
and broadcasters predicted, but
their prediction almost went out the
window before the season was less
than half completed. The Hoyas
struggled early and at one point had
a 12-6 record. But the team has
since lived up to its advance billing,
and put on a clinic on how
basketball should be played during
the west regional.
Against Fresno State, the
nations number one ranked team in
defense, the Hoyas shot nearly 68
percent from the floor and waltzed
to victory. In the Oregon State
game, the Hoyas outdid themselves
shooting 71 percent from the floor,
and at one point hit 12 consecutive
field goals.
The game could

be physical

w.,,

m!.tn:..~

s.ahi.... BYl' ,p!ays. a

t~a.._cll

phy~ic-..U g:une~

Our ~e is !ess
physical, l>m we ran well wi!h them
EOO.ay.
In ear-J::r games BYL, a teanl
•l

('f

ma.'1)

s.-t'<J.?L~Z.~~

.:.±!~~~ ~~!e-.a-:ed "TI 14-t"• ~-..:
ASt" &--(\. t':S~t li~<".l:!ed ASt'
~

>md WTS 1"-~,l. A:Sl'
\iefea._t¢d \V'IS '""-('. t-..' ta_~e third:
p~~~ i.e ·:h.~ t.:-urne-r.
l:~~fs nut gam:, :i l"ni!o<d
S:;at~ &.x,~r F·ed~tallc.rl Amateur
~a!!Qna} C.iull-~ng~ Cup gam(:, \'ill
b~- Apr-J J. a.r.:ins.t t.~·.te Aril('ua
\.."'hamp~~.n TusNn F1smes.

I
I

cad: on a
i tlt<O-goalie
penalty.

conrro;~aJ rou.~:.hin~>

iin:;s

Thm

Jose Solana kicked in a. roaJ and
tha1 pro;-ed to be the onl}· gQal in
the game.

After the game, B).'l" .:oa~b Jim
Dusara praised the LoX>

t=.

"l think l."!\~1 can compete with
any good team in: th~ r-egion 1 ~ l
Dusara .said. "They de,..""""n'e to ha\'e
\'aJ'Sity .status.
"Our team play.:d Y<el)' well,"
H

said

Craig

t::S~I's

Robertson,

UNM Chaparrals
Applications in
Student Activities Center
Room 106. New Mexico
Union BniJding
Applications due April 8th
Tryouts on April 17
Call 277-4706
for further
information
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continued from page 14
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••
inside with Perkins and Worthv •
•
battling Georgetown's intimidating •
•
force, Ewing,
•
••
And if the two teams cart't get the :
ball inside, they can both counter •
•
with outside shooting from Black •
•
and freshman Michael Jordan for •
••
the Tar Heels, and Floyd and Eric e
Brown for the Hoyas.
•
•
The championship game is set to e
•
begin at 6 p.m. with a sellout crowd •
••
and a large television audience •
expected.
••
•
~--~~.
••
••
••
••
••
•••
The largest Gameroom
Across from UNM
•
••
Next to Don Pancho's •
247....120
: in the University area.
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The multi-media presentation that stunned
audiences at over 400 campuses!

cOmputerized service,. Worldwide

Mortcot S y - hoo r-rched thouundo ot
Georgetown downed Louisville
soorcas ol tlnanclat old, and fed the results of in the other semi-final game 50-46.
When you complete a detailed student beta·
form, the programmed computer gets to work
aelocllng the sources ot assistance Just tight
tor you.
Processing tee is only $39. Resulls orb guar·
anteod. Worldwldo Morkot Syllomo- tho
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In the first game, Toledo
pitcher Dan Wanamaker kept
the Lobos' sticks at bav \\ith
various off-speed pitches. He
only aUowed four hits as only
Harrison and James Smith could
find their ways around the bases
for the Lobos.

r

..,"'l.)a.:O. Hl::;'s. C.:~-e· ~,:. ~ ~
S.~t:~ent.." rn;::;~'v frCJ::n
Alh:t~u·=reue, p~_y $C;v.-ci;a~~~;r,~a
\tL~ s,q;~d· lik.e B)~" tb.~ has
·m.ei!!b:rs fro-r:1 tl!VU.Cd th~ v.vr:d. ••
Ji.=y B~ll, a Lo.."Q te=:;
C>eZ:::,.

find

the money tor lhe higher education that Will

A

The Unh·ersity of New
Mexico baseball !.earn hnd its
eight-game winning streak
broken by Toledo, 4-2, Saturday
afternoon, but took out its
fru£trations on Iowa in an 11-1
bout in the second game.
The spoils of an 8-1 week was
a Turquoise Tournament crown
for the Lobos, who upped their
season record to 21-14.
The Lobos have now won nine
of their last 10 games,
Good pitching and timely
hitting helped UNM find some
almost lost glory. Coach Vince
Cappelll had been worried if his
team would ever break out of its
horrif)ingslump.
''Before the tournament,"
Cappelli said, "we had played
very inconsistently, but now the
team is starting to put things
together.
"I've always said that pit·
ching was the key to our winning
and we proved that this week by
winning the eight games that w'e
got good pitching in," Cappe!li
said.
Lobo hurler Da\·e Steinberg
proved Cappelli's point by
throv.ing six innings of shutout
ball and allowing only three hits.
Reliever Dean Duane and third-

team catcher Joe Forbidus,i
ruine<l Steinberg's shutout in the
seventh inning ~s Bawkeve Mike
Darby singled and scorea on a
wild pitch and two passed balls.
"They had trouble hitting mr
breaking stuff," said Steinb-:r'!
who notched his fifth win of th~
year \\ithout a def.:at. "BarrY
(Bnmenkant) called a greit
game and l'Ye got a lot of
confidence in my infielders.''
UNM rattled fil'e Iowa pitchers on the WllY to 11 runs and
14 hits. Centerfielder Tom
Francis led the wa\" v.ith three
hits while crossing ·the plate on
two occasions. Brunenkant bad
a pair of doubles and scored
twice. Larry Harrison scored
three times to help Steinberg's.
fortunes.

;-..;:-:::=~_e;r

Jooe Chm,dia;

ji

Plaaso sana this coupon to:
w 11 .., .,._
Rio Rono\":,'Ne,::::.,":,'1•• 87124

'-----====--.,..,..--...J
Solloloctlon Guor.nteild

the west final.

SPECIAL
ESPADRILLES
(regularly $15.00)

$10.00
4 colors-

Monday
March 29
1:00pm

beige, blue,
black, red

This yeat could be Smith's best
chance to win his first national title.
The Tar Heels, 31·2, won the ACC
regular season crown, and then the
conference tournament. Their only
two losses during the regular season
were to Wake Forest. and Virginia.
continued on page 15
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Woodward Hall
Students $1.00, General Public $2.00
SJ)onsored by the ASUNM Speakers Committee
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Tickets available at the door
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1~80 HONUA CM400(o; motorcycle with luggage
rack, .sissy bar, engine g~ard. $1100.292-2325. 3/29
l'RAK WAXI.ESS CROSS country skis, used twice.
$100, neW-$50. 898-4455,
3/29
LOOKING JOR 1965·1973 El Camino or Ranchero.
277-3129,
3/31
BE(lTIN·CJJ ll~pd,; 57cm. frame, Jll'rfect con·
dition. ManY extras. $35\l,OO·offer. 277-4415, 25~·
0321.
3/31
A,K.C, REGISTEREU CHOW-CHOW P4ppics,
Black. Have shots. $300.00 8R3.8259,
3/31
TIUNKING ABOUT BACKPACKING, camping
during vacatie>n, summer? I have new Kelty back.
packs, tents, sleeping bags, canteens, ice chests, foam
pad~. porta-potty for sah:. 897-0039.
4/l
100 WATT MESi\ BOOGIE Amp. Must sell lm·
mediately. $750 or best offer, 294·1041 after4, 4/1
1974 VW SUPER Beatie, Many e~tras, excellent
condition, price negotiable. 298-3246.
4/1
SONY RECEIVER STRS800, 55 watts/channel,
Dolby, tape crossovers and much more, $150, Joe
265.8294.
4/l
1979 YAMAHA X5400, Very good condition, .low
mileage, $900. J44·4340, 883-5861,
412
FOR SALE: 1973 Sup,r Beetle VW, Air Con·
dflipnlng, new paint, runs like new, $2,000, Call147.
1401 until ~;00 p.m. E~enlng~ call 881·5028,
4/2.
AMft'M CASsETTE TURNTABLE, two big
spea~er~ $175. CAL 30/30 win, Olenfield, New,
$120,277-2279.
4/2
JIOT UOG IPORTABLf:] stand. 10 features plus
variable powering capability. $1620 •. 256·0589, 4/2
OH ROAD BICVCI,.E S speed, $400. 26~·1457.
4/2

2. Lost & Found
t'OUNU; TEXAS INSTRUMENT calculator. Come
to Marron Hall Rm, 131 to identify and claim.
4/2
l.OST: LADIES GOLU watch. Has tWC> turq11oise
ste>nes on eacll side <>f watch at Scholes Hall March
23rd. or great sentimental value, Call Julia at 277·
4721, days. Reward.
4/2
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions nt Campus Police
8:00 ~.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classijied Advertising
131 Marron Hall
1. Personals
J'INt~~TSELECTION <n' unique and tmditionnl
golu wedding s~ts. Charlie Romero Jewelers', 293·
6901.
511
WOMt;N'S DREAM TIU;IUI'\': l,enrnto use your
dreams for setf.understnndins. personal growth and
crc;ttivity. Group SUir!S April 6. $10 Jll'r session, 10
msions. 344·3390 (9·5) or296-2332.
3130
ACCUMTE 1Nt'ORMA1'10N AIIO\lT eon·
traccption, sterili7.atlou, abortion. Right to Choose.
Z94·0l7t.
tfn
l•llf:GNANCY n:STING '" COUNSF:LING, Phone
l47-9H19.
tfn
('ONTA(•fS-POUSJJING, SOLliTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
Wf: IIO'f IIISTIUIIUTOilS. !'rescription eyegluss
frrunc,. Greenwich Village (tennon Styles), gold
rimlc;~. $54.50 (regular S65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
~007 McnautN.F., across from Lallelles.
tfn
ON I.\' SZ,JS, TWO farm· fresh eggs, two homemnclc
~o:hcmh;;ll frc:e Mtlt~age p~utics, two .slices of coasc, free
grwn dulL Op~n 7 a.m. MuruingGioi)'Cnfe. Comer
tfn
urt,lnml, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
ss lll'VS llf.'iT 1'11' of the week. Dally l.obo will pny
$~ hH the bc\t news tip we re~elve every week.
Snurre' can remain confidential, b~t !>dltor must
hn\e )mtr name to pay winner. 271-~656, ask for
Ncw,room.
tfn
C'IU"'~.'il·: llt'H'I~T. Cllt:AI'! All you can eat.
I undt $1.45, Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.45.
Juu-Juo'~l'ln.:e, 5000 CcmrniAve.SE.
tfn
I'ASSPOitT I'IIOTOS. 1.• 0\vt:~T prices! Pleasant
picture\! IZJ Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please call
lom.l65·1J23.
tfn
filE Tt:l.EMESSA<;t; IS back! I ! For informnllon
on what\ happening o.n cUntptts everyday and during
the weekend cull our recorded message at277·5243.
We wtll record a mtssnge about events sponsored by
'tudent Mganilntions flltd campus groups, Just call
Stuu~nt ,\~ti>itics one day io advance at 277-4706 .If
nno wnm n me,.ngc recorded.
4/2

3. S·ervices

UNM CIIAI'ARR,-\LS TRYOUTS! l Pick up
applications in Student Activities Office RO()n\106 of
the New Mexico Student Union Building,
Applications due April 8, orientation meeting April
12, Clinic begins April 13, and tryouts Aprill7, Call
2?7.4706 for further Information.
4/8
Nt:w t'OR SI'RING, large selection of colorful short
sets only$8,99. Shon sleeve tops $5.99, cotton Kurta
tops $5.99, Indian wrap skirts only$5,99 with this ad,
m More than Bags, 101 Cornell S.E. across from
l'NM.
3129
THANK \'Oll SAINT Jude.

3/31

IMPIIOVt: YOU(l MEMOli\' and Concentration;
Hypnosis and/or Biofeedback for behavioral control.
Weight Joss, quit smoking, relationship counseling
and pain control. Sol S. Gould, Ph.D. Clinical
Hypnosis. 600 Chama N.E. 265·6451. Free orien·
tat ion for the programs.
4/1
VOTE TIM .J,ei)A Y Position No. l for ASUNM
3/31
Senate. We need moreworkersl pfbtctetl.
MSI!·J\ V~:llV h~pp birtltd~y IP you, to
you .•• from me, from me ••• your friend who cares
(Surprit.e!).
3/29
MUNCIIIt:S FOR TilE min<l, Get TBR, a national
bi-monthly book magazine with reviews, interviews,
fiction anti poetry. Subscribe now. Send $6.00 for I
year: The llloomsbury Review/ P.O. Box 8928/Dept.
4/2
4/0enver, Colorado 80201.
ADA'S ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC, Permanent hair
removal, eyebrows shaped. State licensed. Also The
Body Wrap, 255·6800.
3/29
t'Rf:t: MON~:v f'OR students. Don't let
Reagonomics stop your education. Write C.A.C.S.,
Suite 211 160 Washington S.E., Albuq.. New Mexico
87108.
4/2
YOU Dt'.SERVE MOR~;! An ASUNM President.
who'll serve you. Vote Randy Knapton March 31st,
3/31
WIUTf: IN u;s Vamato for ASUNM.Senator. Let's
make a race out of It!.
3/31
GI.OFACE, IIAPI'Y liST birthday, Clod Bless,
3/29

GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265-ms.
tfn
TYPING IBM SEI,ECTRIC 255·3337.
3/31
TYPING·PROt'EssiONAL QUALIT\' pronto at
Klnko/Pronto: TI,C at no extra charge, We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Centra! SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
A·l TVPIS1'S·T-ERM papers, resumes299·8970.
4/30
QUAUTV TYPING. tOMAS-Tramway Area. 2991355.
4/1
TYPING:
EXPERIENCEU,
REASONABLE,
comp~teflt, Using correctable selectric- 15 type styles.
296·6299,
3/30
PRQFESSI()NAL TYPING BY English MAeditor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
4/12
available. 266-9550.
ACCURATE TYPING 883·9625 evenings.
3n6
TYPING PROFESSIONAL QUALITY. Typerlght,
265·5203.
412
N HOUR TYPING, Call881-0628 after6pm, Jean.
.
4/16
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, t'AST, efficient. Will
type anything, Call892-627l.
3/3 I
PROFt:SsiONAL i\CCURATE TYPING. Over
night service av.ailable. Call Kris weeknights after 5
P.M. 884·7145.
4/2
•YPING, 75 CENTS page, 296·4998,
412
PROFESSIONAL TYPING.
REASONABLE.
Extensive secretarial experience, IBM Selectric 111.
299-6256 or 299·2676. Free pick 11p and delivery for
over I 0 pages,
417

6. Employment
JOIIS! PARTIME NOW, futttime summer, $640
monthly. Phone lOam to. 12 noon only. 292·7679.
3/29
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions at the Girl ScoUt Summer Camp in the
J.emez Mountains. Needed are: Nurse, riding staff,
counselors. handymen and klchen aides. Call 243.
9581 for more information.
4/6,
PART·TIME JO.B afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years. old. Apply in person, no phone calls Please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE,
tfn
OVERSEAS, HOUSTON, D,-\l.LASI $20,000 to
$50,000 possible. For job information call: 602~9980426, Dept. 0924, open Sundays.
4/29
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT available. Minimum
wage, Stan 18·25 hours weekly, Applications taken at
Octagon Video Games. 227 MonroeSE. 256-1550.
412

4. Housing
liiGH STREET APARTMt:NTS, Stanlng at SlSS,
$65 deposit, mclle>w living, 242-6030,8RJ·9004, 3/30.
THE CITAI>EL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220, All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishWasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
ce>uples, no pets. 1520 Univenity NE. 243·2494, tfn
FOR RENT: EHICIENCV apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $185/mo., all utilities paid, $100 security
dcposh, Fully furnished-security locks arid laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY Apanment, $120; I
bedroom, $1 SO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf coune. Close to UNM and TVI. 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256·7748.
3/31
IIALt' IILOCK UNM deluxe one bedroom twin or
double $235 includes utilities. Varsity House, 141
Columbia, 268-0525,
415
E~~t'ICIENCV AND ONE bedroom apartments. Sl45
and $165. Utilities paid except electricity, No pm or
children. 1410 Central Ave. SE. Apt.l4 Manager.

UNM
S\nnmer Sessions
in S1>ain & Mexico
June 7 - July 16
l'NM course> ami credit in

ACROSS
1 Asian dress
5 Exclude
10 Faucets
14 Baking unit
15 Irascible
16 "There ought
to be-

on Internal
Business No. 4
Operating policies of the New Mexico Union
Board consisting of SEVEN students, two
faculty, one administrator, one alumnus, one
Dean of Students designee, •nd the Union
Director (ex·offlcer·wlthout vote).

FEMALJ-: llOOMMAn: FOR partially fllr .tshcd
tWo-bedroom apaitment. Ridgecrest area. $125 per
month utilities paid. Nadine, 268·8172,l!vening!,
3130
ROOM·MATt:; SHAilf:Z BR 1100 plus 52 ft. house
with l\led. Sci. graduate student. Fireplace. Garage.
Good (NE) neighborhe>od. Walk to North and Main
campuses. $140.00 plus 112 utilities. 277-441$, 255·
3131
IIOUSEMATE·GRAD STUDENT. Nortl1 valley J•
bedro~m home. I 'h acre, trees, Sl41.67 per month
plus s.s. deposit. 213 utilities, Call a.m. or p.m.
Pamela or Bobbo. 345-9453.
3/J.I
liOUSEMATE: SIIAR•: RIDGECREST 4 BR,
$97.50, 266-2974.
4/J
ONE IIEDROOM FURNISHED apt. in basement of
our home. Located 3 blocks off Central in Hunirtg
Highlands. Separate entrance. Sl35/motuh, .in·
eluding utilities. 242•4944,
3129
IIOUSEMATE WANTED, M/f"1 3BR, ZBA, washer,
dryer, big kitchen, 1-i mile to campus, Carlisle and
Grand, $133 plus v, util .. Glen 265·3825.
411
THREE UNM AREA homes for sale in excellent
neighborhoods. Call Susan Beard, th~ UNM area
s)lCCialfst. Walker-Hinkle, 268-4551. Eves. 256-3814.
4/J
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEI> 1 serious student.
2BR furnished apartment, Sl75. Pool, Jacuzzi,
4/2
Sauna. 881-7030,
FOR RENT: FOUR bedrooms Includes gourmet
kitchen, den, tWo full baths, fenced, fruit trees. 281·
3553, 2~3-3688.
417
A BLOC!( TO UNM, One bedroom, dishwasher,
disposal, refiigerated air, S240 includes utilities. 208·
9 Columbia SE. 255-2685.
419

Vote M·arch 31st

A DF..AL, GET SI7S furnished 3 rooms and bath,
very clean In downtown area. 255.•3265,
3/29
FR.:E UTILITIES, QUIET attractive efrlciency
furnished, SI9S/mo. Cozy, good neighborhood, near
UNM/shopping and park. 255·3265.
3/29
ATfRACTIVE ONE BJ:UROOM apartment neat
Candclaria/Carlisle. Clean, carpeted, fiteplacc, dish·
washer, patio. Lease flexible. $200 plus utilities. 268·
4488, 293-8777.
3/29

5. ForSale
GOOD DEAL •·oR Honda owners with models 73 to
19. Four 13-lnch Shelby Diamond;back rlrris--l!old
center•plated. Excellent condition, like new. Selling;
fot$250. Call265·9668 artet 5 or weekends.
4/2
COLEMAN CANOE; ts foot with motor mount.
S32S.Oo. Call :298·2134. •
PEUGf:OT t1SPttns, 231nch, 4 months use. 5170,
268-6947 after 1:00 p,m.
3/30.
1980 VW Ri\DDIT, low mileage, air conditioning,
pmrm radio, 4 door hatchback. 884-8322.
412

mo.

........_____,

,
•
. _v .
Special
2 Slices of c~eeze pizza
& sm. soft dr.nk for 1.25
~fMI~Y~Y
•
12'1 Harvard S.E.

t

1/2 bl. S. of Central

.

8. Miscellaneous
20%0Ff !lOOKS, recor~~.

ba~~ets, etc. wit~ t~is ad
106 GirardSE.
4/9
SWISS A!{MY KNIVES .. 25 percent off.. genuine,
Kau(mans, a real Army.Navy store. 504 Yale S!l.
256.0000,
4/2
WJIITf:WA TER RAFTING ON Rio Grande and Rio
Chama by Wild water. Rafting Experiences, 266-972).
415
HAVING TROUIILE FINUING new music? Replay
Rece>rds carry the latest. selections and excessories, (!·
shirts, badges, etc.). 435 Guadalupe No.6, Santa Fe.
3/29
throug~AprillO.IIirdsong,

9. Las N oticias
SAY YOUR NOTICES here.
tfn
THE STUDENT YETEREN's Association will hold
their meeting for the month of March on 3·30-82 in
the Child Care Co-op at 7:oop.m., Mesa Vista Hall.
J/30.
TilE NEW MEXICO Union GAlleria presents an
IKE S. DAvis sculpture exhibit, Murch 30th, 6:00 to
8:00pm in the Casu del Sol refreshments will be
served, and there will be live entertainment.
3/JO
VOTE DONNY M,-\RTINEZ for ASUNM president.
"l want to provide the 80 percent or the students who
aren't .invc.lved in ASUNM the services and benefits
.that are rightfully theirs. I'll be working for the
students: not my own political gain." PFBTCTEDM.
3129

NOW you can buy
at Wholesale Prices-. No Gimmicks

STEREO & VIDEO
Call 884-3336
ask for Sam

y({ff:~:..:··. ··~:::;:?.!~;~~:}~;:~::··-:··, , . ,~:;''' :.·;,
.'The PROFESSIONAL typing service
In the UNM community - TypArt,
15 years experience In typing, l)dltlng,
writing, publications, Full KnoWledge
of APA and Turablan standards.
Special attention to grammar, spelling,
punctuation. Fast, clean work on
IBM Selectric Ill's. 10o/o off for pre·
typed copy. Typesetting, graphics
and the finest up-to-date resumes. Call
262-1865. BehJnd Architecture build·;
lng at 105 Stanford SE.
,_.,.;,;

_..

54 "Happy-

58 Clearances
59 Date
60 Easy chore
62 Lodge
65loomed
67 Illegal gain
69 War god
"
17 Hardy girl
70 Genesis site
71. Eldritch
18 Viewpoint
72 Fracture
19 Foolish
20 Oisunion
7.3 Beatty film
22 Seasoning
74 Parched
24 Lusterless
75- bien
DOWN
25 Loiters
1 Drunks
27 Lectures
291terated
2 With: Fr.
32 Stamp
3 Embarked
33 Elec. unit
anew
34 Dakota
4 Secret
Indian
5 Radiusx2
6 Waterbird
36 News
7 Captures
medium
8 School text
40 Tethered
9 Staggered
42Sculled
10 Kids' game
44 Tradition
11 Texas
45 Berry
shrine
47 By no means
12 Hedonist
49 Creek
50 Coat material 13 Hits
21 Louver
52 Rumored

om.

YES

l.un·
rru~·

LOWER CLASSMAN, MONTH eurQpc, !ran·
U of A, $2,769, 255,2100.
4/l
BACK t'I!OM Sl'lliNG Break and yearning to go
ag~in'l Say It here.
lfn
sfer~blc credit,

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

3129

Bt-:AUTIHil., LARGE NE llt:IGIITS home In
foothills need! two roommates, 277-6317. Craig.
3/31
ONt: IILOCK FllOM campus; one bedroom adobe
with fireplace, $250 plus.D.D, and utilities: 293·5602.
3/29
HOUSt:MATE WANTED: GOOD location ncar
UNM washerdryer 5110,00 plus utilities 256-7127
898·8730.
3/29

Vote

l~con .. ~panislo

gouge & Litcrulur.t..·~ Offii;C! of lnh.·rnntrnn<~l
rams 277-.UJ:J:l.

7. Travel

I
I

I

·1
.
I
I
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G EN IE

GOBS

ASTER
STORE

46 Regrets
48 Function
51 Roved
S3Asalast54 Fresher
55 Gnaw
56 Beckoned
57 Cooked less
61 Equal: Pref.
63 Feast
64 Cessations
66Being
68 "For shame!''

